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Abstract

This thesis reports on the development of a thermal scanning probe microscope and methods for nanoscale thermometry. The instrument and the techniques are applied to quantify thermal transport across graphene layers, the temperature of nanoscopic hot spots in self-heated metal interconnects as well as local Joule and Peltier effects in indium arsenide (InAs) nanowires contacted by metal electrodes. The work is motivated by the lack of experimental tools and techniques to characterize thermal processes, such as the self-heating of transistors, in nanosystems.

The design, the operation and the characterization of the pico-Watt-per-Kelvin thermal scanning probe microscope are illustrated and discussed. The performance of the microscope is first demonstrated in studies of thermal transport across graphene sheets of varying thickness. Thermal resistance modulations are quantified with sub-10nm spatial resolution and sensitivity for the individual atomic layers.

The quantification of nanoscopic temperature fields is enabled by the development of a technique termed scanning probe thermometry. Scanning probe thermometry is a two-path method inferring temperature by probing the total steady-state heat flux and a temporally modulated heat-flux signal between the scanning probe sensor and a sample simultaneously. The novel technique minimizes contact-geometry-related artifacts that so far limited the reliability of nanoscopic temperature measurements by scanning thermal microscopy.

The method is applied to quantify self-heating of metal interconnects. Nanoscopic hot spots near 40 nm-wide lithographically defined defects are characterized with 30 mK sample temperature resolution. The method is further extended by a dual-harmonic detection scheme to separate different thermophysical effects so far only observed as superposition in thermal scanning probe measurements. Advantageously, the technique is applied to directly image Joule heating and Peltier effects at the contacts of an InAs nanowire with 10 nm spatial and 85 mK sample temperature resolution.
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As physical sciences, life sciences and technologies explore nanoscopic transport and conversion processes, they face a common question. How is thermal energy transferred and converted? If we can answer this question, we understand a major principle of nature. It is the transfer of thermal energy, heat, that affects the physical properties of matter, that governs the kinetics of chemical reactions, and that triggers biomolecular mechanisms in living organisms. It is the conversion of thermal energy that rules our technologized lives, the speed of our computers, and even our own physical existence. Understanding this unifying principle of nature puts the measurement of temperature into an exceptional perspective. Scanning probe thermometry provides a fundamental link between diverse nanosystems, all dealing with the control and conversion of thermal energy carriers, such as electrons, phonons and photons. The progressive specialization of science and technology tends to obscure this underlying thermal context.

1.1 Thermal Measurements by Local Scanning Probes

Various methods, such as infrared thermography, optical interferometry, fluorescence thermography and thermoreflectance microscopy, exist to explore thermal effects and properties [1, 2]. These techniques have an optical-diffraction-limited resolution and can hardly be used to quantify thermal
processes on nanoscopic length scales. This lack of spatial resolution is a major hurdle for nanoscience and technology as the emergence of thermal nonequilibrium processes, such as the formation of nanoscopic hot spots in transistors (few to tens of nanometer in size) cannot be studied by these techniques.

To address this issue, thermal scanning probe techniques have been developed with spatial resolution down to tens to hundreds of nanometers [3–15, 15–19]. The general attempt to quantify thermal properties using thermal scanning probes is referred to as scanning thermal microscopy (SThm) [20]. In SThM, a temperature-sensitive probe is brought into contact with a sample surface to establish a thermal interaction between a sensing element of the scanning probe and a sample (see Fig. 1.1). SThM has been applied to probe thermal properties like thermal conductivities [14, 17, 21–23] and thermal processes such as phase transitions [8, 24] and Joule heating [13, 15, 25–29]. Different kinds of thermal scanning probes have been employed using fluorescence [30], thermocouple [29] or thermo-resistive [31–34] sensing elements. Also non-specialized probes can be used to study thermal properties on nanoscopic length scales based on techniques such as scanning Joule expansion microscopy [35–39] or scanning tunneling microscopy [40]. Regardless what kind of thermal scanning probe is used, all approaches face similar challenges as we will illustrate in the following.

Thermal scanning probe systems are based on the measurement of some kind of temperature sensitive physical effect of a scanning probe sensor that needs to be related to some thermal property of a sample in interaction with the probe. Effects typically used include the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance [27], the Seebeck effect [29], optical fluorescence [30] or the bimetal effect [41, 42]. The application of numerous further sensing mechanisms could easily be imagined, as essentially all physical properties show a more or less pronounced temperature dependence.

Using the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance as a sensing principle is particularly convenient as signals can be acquired with reasonable effort. Accordingly, resistive thermal probes are most common, and various types of probes have been developed and are commercially available [20]. Their operation is typically based on two apparently different modes, either an active heating by an applied sensing current or a passive operation by applying only a small DC and/or AC sensing current [20]. Typically, either the temperature of the scanning probe sensor or the applied power is kept constant [20]. For nanoscopic thermal measurements, all these apparently different modes of operation are equivalent, as ultimately a heat-
flux-related signal (indicated as \( \dot{Q} \) in Fig. 1.1) between the scanning probe and the sample is measured.

In the following, we provide an overview about some major challenges thermal scanning probe measurements face.

A first common challenge is the need to relate the measured sensor signal, to the temperature of the scanning probe sensor. This is indicated as \( T(\text{signal}) \) in Fig. 1.1). Depending on the physical property used as sensing mechanism, this requires different kinds of calibration steps as typical scanning probes cannot directly act as primary thermometer. In the case of resistive probes, the temperature of the scanning probe relates to the electrical resistance of the sensor element and can be quantified in relation to the electrical power dissipated in the probe [27, 43]. Different approaches for calibration of resistive silicon scanning probes are discussed in chapter 2.4 of this thesis.

![Figure 1.1: Illustration of a thermal scanning probe measurement](image)

The temperature dependent sensor signal \( T(\text{signal}) \) needs to be related to the heat flux (\( \dot{Q} \)) between the scanning probe heater/sensor and the sample. Different kinds of heat transfer mechanisms, such as convection/conduction (only in air), radiation and phonon heat conduction across the tip-sample contact can contribute to the thermal interaction between the probe and the sample. Thermal properties of the sample are typically inferred from the phonon transport related heat flux across the contact, which is a function of different thermal resistances, such as the thermal resistance due to the tip (\( R_{\text{tip}} \)), the interface resistance between the tip and the sample (\( R_{\text{int}} \)) and the spreading resistance (\( R_{\text{spr}} \)) within the sample.

A second challenge of thermal scanning probe measurements is the need to establish and control the thermal interaction between the scanning probe sensor and the sample. Different mechanisms of heat transfer between the probe and the sample are indicated in Fig. 1.1. Both the position of the
scanning probe relative to the sample surface, as well as the scanning probe environment need to be controlled, e.g., by establishing vacuum conditions, controlling the ambient temperature and humidity. Control of the environment is particularly needed to minimize parasitic heat flow between the scanning probe sensor and the sample, for example via gas-mediated conduction [12, 44, 45]. In ambient conditions and non-contact mode operation, the thermal interaction between the probe and the sample is dominated via gas-mediated conduction, which is a function of the tip-sample distance. Hence the thermal scanning probe is measuring a topography related signal that cannot easily be related to some thermal property of the sample beneath the probe. If the scanning probe is in contact with the sample, the thermal interaction is a function of both, the gas-mediated topography-related conduction and phonon heat conduction across the tip-sample contact. Both of these two conduction mechanisms can potentially be dominant, depending on the length of the tip, e.g., the distance between the scanning probe sensor and the sample and the size of the solid-solid contact defined by the sharpness of the tip apex [12, 44, 45]. For thermal scanning probe measurements with nanoscopic resolution, the thermal conductance of the solid-solid contact is typically less than that via gas conduction and thermal properties of the sample cannot be inferred. Accordingly, operation in vacuum conditions is required [14].

A third common challenge is the need to sensitively measure the thermal interaction between the scanning probe sensor and the sample, indicated by the large white arrow across the tip-sample contact in Fig.1.1. Here, operation in vacuum conditions provides a further advantage as the thermal interaction between the scanning probe sensor and the sample gets localized to the area defined by the size of the scanning probe tip apex [45]. This is beneficial to achieve a higher spatial resolution. Also model descriptions of thermal transport between the scanning probe and the sample can be simplified as the gas-mediated conduction/convection is excluded. The sensitivity to which extent the thermal interaction between the probe and the sample can be measured depends not only on the type of temperature dependent physical sensing mechanism, but also on the thermal isolation of the scanning probe sensor against its thermal reservoir. This situation is indicated in Fig.1.1 as heat conduction along the cantilever into the probe chip. The possibilities to eliminate this parasitic heat flow along the cantilever are limited by a trade-off between the thermal isolation of the sensor and the need for a certain mechanical stiffness of the cantilever to enable scanning probe operation.

Sensitive detection of the thermal interaction between the scanning probe and the sample becomes increasingly challenging as the spatial resolution of
the thermal scanning probe measurement is increased. The thermal conductance between the scanning probe and the sample is strongly dependent on the size of the tip-sample contact and dominated by the thermal interface resistance \( R_{int} \) for nanoscopic contacts [45]. The ultimate challenge of all thermal scanning probe measurements is to assign a meaningful thermal property to the signal acquired by the scanning probe in relation to the sample in contact. Relating the sensor signal to the thermal properties of the sample is often complicated and requires not only control and sensitive measurement of the thermal tip-sample interaction but also a fundamental understanding of the thermal transport across the contact [10, 12, 44].

To understand the challenge related to the interpretation of thermal scanning probe signals, we will consider the thermal interaction between the scanning probe and the sample in some more detail.

The thermal interaction can be described as a heat flux \( Q \) between the sensor and the sample. Variations in the heat flux between the sensor and the sample can be related to changes of the thermal conductance \( G \) between the scanning probe and the sample and to changes of the temperature difference between the scanning probe sensor and the sample as

\[
Q = (T_{sensor} - T_{sample}) \times G. \tag{1.1}
\]

One major branch of thermal scanning probe measurements aims to relate the thermal conductance \( G \) between the scanning probe and the sample to the local thermal conductivity \( \kappa \) of the sample by measurement of the heat flux \( Q \) for a known temperature difference \( \Delta T \). The measurement and comparison of thermal conductivities are a fundamental pillar of materials science and the reported abnormal thermal conductivities, meaning deviations between the thermal conductivity of materials in form of nanostructures and that of their bulk counterparts are fascinating [46, 47]. These deviations are related to the different kinds of structural size dependencies that appear as the characteristic length of a structure gets comparable to or smaller than the mean free path, the wavelength and/or the phase coherence length of phonons [47]. Phonon heat conduction gets reduced because phonons with a mean free path exceeding the critical dimension of a structure no longer contribute to thermal transport. In certain periodic structures such as superlattices, also the wave character of phonons may become important [2, 47, 48].

For the same reasons, thermal conductivities of nanoscale structures deviate from those of their bulk counter parts, heat-flux-related signals of thermal
scanning probe measurements cannot easily be related to the thermal conductivity of the sample in contact with the scanning probe. The thermal conductance ($G$ in $\text{W/K}$) between the scanning probe and the sample is not only due to the thermal conductivity of the sample ($\kappa$ in $\text{Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$), but comprises significant components related to the scanning probe tip and the interface between the tip apex and the sample. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 describing the thermal resistance to heat flow between the scanning probe sensor and the sample as a series of thermal resistances due to the tip ($R_{\text{tip}}$), the interface between the tip and the sample ($R_{\text{int}}$), and the spreading resistance within the sample ($R_{\text{spr}}$).

We may actually consider the tip-sample contact as kind of thermal filter between the properties of interest, e.g., the thermal conductivity of the sample, and the sensor element of our scanning probe. We call it a filter because certain phonons contributing to the thermal conductivity in the sample are not permitted to contribute to the heat conduction across the tip-sample interface. The interface acts as a thermal barrier, with a thermal interface resistance related to the phonon mismatch between the silicon scanning probe tip, covered with a native oxide on one side and the sample material on the other side. Not only the interface but also the scanning probe tip itself significantly contributes to the thermal resistance between the scanning probe sensor and the sample. Considering that the thermal conductivity can be described as accumulative function of the mean free path of all phonons contributing to heat conduction at a given temperature [49, 50], we can easily understand that the thermal conductance between the scanning probe sensor and the sample is suppressed by the structural size of the tip, which could be approximated as a conical nanowire [45].

Generally, we would needed to characterize both the thermal resistance of the scanning probe tip and the tip-sample thermal interface resistance in order to characterize the thermal conductivity of a sample in contact. While we might be able to approximate the thermal conductivity of the tip [45], estimation of the position dependent thermal interface resistance $R_{\text{int}}(x, y)$ is hardly possible. $R_{\text{int}}(x, y)$ is not just a function of the adjacent materials [51, 52], but even more complex as it relates to a weak mechanical contact with a position dependent contact area that is sensitive to nanoscopic and even atomic features on the sample surface [53]. As a major consequence, it is difficult to relate the signal acquired by thermal scanning probes to the thermal conductivity ($\kappa$) of the sample in contact. This will be further illustrated in chapter 3, which reports thermal transport measurements across graphene layers.

In light of this discussion, reported thermal conductivity measurements obtained with thermal scanning probes might be considered from a different perspective.
perspective. Only in rare cases, such as of a large tip-sample contact, may the relative contribution of the thermal interface resistance in defining the tip-sample heat flux become negligible. In this case, the thermal conductivity of a material in contact might be inferred by relative comparison of a sensor signal acquired in contact with an unknown material to a signal acquired in contact with a known reference material [14, 54]. In contrast, high resolution thermal scanning probe measurements have typically an interface-dominated character that prohibits the direct quantification of the sample thermal conductivity.

In the next section, we will introduce a second branch of thermal scanning probe measurements that is also challenging and deals with the quantification of sample temperatures on nanoscopic length scales.

1.2 Fundamentals of Scanning Probe Thermometry

The science and practice of temperature measurements is called thermometry. At the beginning of this section, we will highlight some elementary differences between contact thermometry on the macroscale and scanning probe thermometry to illustrate the challenges related to the quantification of nanoscopic temperature fields. In the second part, we will establish some fundamentals of scanning probe thermometry, relevant for the experiments and techniques presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5 of this thesis.

One of the most widely used principles to measure temperature on the macroscale is to bring a thermometer into thermal contact with an object of interested. The general idea behind such a contact thermometer is illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a). The thermometer, here a fever thermometer, can thermally equilibrate to an object, here illustrated by the famous scientist Lord Kelvin, after thermal contact is established. The thermometer is thermally well coupled to the body of Kelvin, compared with the isolation to its thermal reservoir (the ambient air). The thermometer has a smaller heat capacitance than the body of Kelvin and equilibrates to his body temperature. Accordingly, the body temperature ($T = 37^\circ C$) can directly be inferred from measuring one temperature-sensitive physical property of the thermometer, e.g., the electrical resistance of the calibrated platinum sensor in the fever thermometer.

In contrast, let us next consider the case of a macroscopic thermometer contacting a nanoscopic object. A thermal scanning probe cantilever can be considered as a macroscopic thermometer with a microscopic thermal sensor element to quantify temperature fields by forming nanoscopic contacts.
Figure 1.2: Comparison between macroscopic and nanoscopic thermometry
(a) Typical example of macroscale thermometry, here indicated by the measurement of the body temperature of William Thomson, 1st Baron Kelvin, using a fever thermometer (source: Wikipedia (with no copyright restrictions on this historical image))
(b) Illustration of the challenge of nanoscale thermometry in comparison with the macroscopic case. A large thermometer, well coupled to its thermal reservoir (the hand of Kelvin) needs to quantify the temperature of a nanoscopic object, here symbolized by the virus seen through a magnifying glass.
We illustrate this situation in Fig. 1.2(b) by indicating a virus (symbolizing our nanoscopic object), being contacted by a large thermometer using a magnifying glass. The thermometer is huge compared with the size of the virus (~50 nm) and has a larger heat capacitance. Additionally, the thermometer is significantly better coupled to its thermal reservoir (Kelvins hand) than to the virus. Accordingly, the thermometer cannot equilibrate to the temperature of the virus at a temperature different from the thermal reservoir. Likewise, the thermal scanning probe sensor cannot equilibrate in contact with a sample at a temperature different from the temperature of its thermal reservoir (the chip body), because the thermal resistance to the tip-sample contact is typically two to three orders of magnitude higher than those between the sensor and its thermal reservoir. Instead, the scanning probe sensor experiences a heat flux.

From the illustration in Fig. 1.2(b), we may also infer that care is needed not to perturb the virus. Just imagine if our magnifying glass would lead to the focusing of some light rays causing an undesirable strong thermal interaction with the virus. In terms of our experiments this means that a strong thermal coupling between the scanning probe and the sample needs to be avoided in order not to perturb the temperature field beneath the scanning probe tip. In thermal scanning probe measurement of high spatial resolution, this can typically be achieved as the thermal interface resistance of the nanoscopic tip-sample contact ($10^8$ K/W) is dominant and larger than the thermal resistance to heat flow between the nanoscopic volume beneath the scanning probe tip and its embedding environment[55].

Noting that the thermal scanning probe sensor typically cannot thermally equilibrate is fundamental to the understanding of scanning probe thermometry experiments presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5 and in contrast to the macroscopic case illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a). Essentially, the scanning probe sensor can only acquire a heat-flux-related signal, which indeed contains information about the temperature difference between the sensor and the sample, but not exclusively as the heat flux is also a function of the position-dependent thermal resistance $R_{ts}(x, y)$ across the tip-sample contact. As the scanning probe and the sample are not in equilibrium, the signal contains two unknowns and two measurements are needed to infer information about the sample temperature.

Surprisingly, this is hardly recognized in literature, and attempts to quantify nanoscopic temperature fields using scanning probes commonly assume the thermal resistance as a position-independent constant, approximated from literature values and simulations[15, 28, 29, 56]. However, assuming $R_{ts} = \text{constant}$ is only leading to reliable temperature measurements if the heat flux between the scanning probe and the sample is nullified in each pixel
of a scanning probe measurement. Practically, this can hardly be achieved and nanoscopic temperature field measurements reported are typically disturbed by local variations of the thermal resistance between the scanning probe sensor and the sample. This disturbance becomes apparent, when the thermal interaction between the scanning probe tip and the sample changes, e.g., because of topography-related variations in the size of the contact area or material dependent thermal conductivity variations[57]. The problem gets reinforced as the thermal scanning probe measurements approach a high spatial resolution on the order of 50 nm and less, because the relative dependence of the heat-flux-dependent signal on the thermal resistance increases as the thermal resistance increases with the decreasing size of the contact, whereas the temperature difference does not scale directly with the contact size.

Accordingly the primary challenge of nanoscopic temperature measurement using local scanning probes seems to be the need to account for an unknown contact-size-related thermal resistance component in the heat-flux related signal measured by the scanning probe. As the tip-sample contact geometry is not well known in most scanning probe measurements, experiments often appear unreliable.

An interesting attempt to overcome this hurdle was suggested by Chung et al. [58]. They reported the quantification of temperature fields on nanoscopic length scales from an extrapolation of heat-flux-dependent scanning probe signals measured at different temperatures of the sensor to zero heat flux. The suggested null point method appears quite intuitive because it resembles the idea of the macroscopic equilibrium contact thermometry. If the heat flux between the sensor and the sample gets zero and thermal equilibrium is established, the sensor signal is independent of the thermal resistance to the sample. The sample temperature equals the sensor temperature and can directly be inferred from a single measurement as in the case of the fever measurement illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a).

However, a pixel-wise heat flux nullification during the scanning mode operation is difficult to be implemented and ultimately limited by the thermal time constant of the scanning probe sensor. All approaches so far reported, trying to adapt a null point method, infer sample temperatures from the measurement of heat-flux-related signals at different temperatures of the scanning probe and a linear extrapolation to zero heat flux [26, 58, 59]. Accordingly, this approach suffers from the same artifacts as those measurements that infer temperature directly from rescaling of heat-flux-related signals by a position-independent thermal resistance. We can conclude that whenever thermal equilibrium between the scanning probe sensor and the sample cannot be achieved, scanning probe thermometry requires the in-
clusion of a position-dependent thermal resistance \(R_{ts}(x,y)\) between the scanning probe and the sample.

We addressed this issue by introducing a double-scan method, taking the need for two measurements into account. In the following, we will provide some fundamentals about this approach, which is the base of the techniques developed in chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis. In the double-scan-technique, temperature fields are quantified by first acquiring the heat-flux-related signal of the scanning probe in contact with a sample for a known temperature difference, followed by a measurement of the heat-flux-related signal at an unknown temperature difference and relating the change in the signal to the changes of the sample temperature. In the following, we will illustrate this method as reported by Menges et al. [27].

To quantify the heat flux through the tip into the surface, \(\dot{Q}_{ts}\), the small difference between Joule heat generation in the heater, \(P_{heater}\), and the heat flux away from the heater along the cantilever, \(\dot{Q}_{cl}\), need to be quantified upon tip-sample contact. Therefore, the cantilever temperature needs to be calibrated first. For resistive scanning probes, heater calibration relies on measuring the current-voltage response of the cantilever and relating the electrical power dissipated to the temperature of the heater. When the scanning probe is in vacuum and the tip is not in contact with the sample, heat is mainly dissipated through the cantilever legs into the chip body (see Fig. 1.3(a)). The thermal resistance of the cantilever legs, \(R_{cl}\), can be determined by equating the heat flux, \(\dot{Q}_{cl}\), to the electrical power \(P_{heater}\) needed to reach a certain temperature \(T_{heater}\). This necessitates knowledge of the exact temperature in the heater-sensor. As the temperature at the maximum electrical resistance of the cantilever is a function of the doping level of the heater [60], the measured electrical resistance of the probe can be correlated to the temperature of the heater by assuming that all electrical power dissipated leads to an increase of the heater temperature. Further details on the calibration of resistive thermal scanning probes, the underlying assumptions and the limitations can be found in chapter 2.4 and the appendix of this thesis.

In a second step, the change in heat flux by opening the heat flow channel through the tip into the surface (see Fig. 1.3(b)) needs to be quantified. This can most conveniently be done by measuring the power and the heater temperature during an approach of the tip to the surface. Fig. 1.3(d) shows the thermal resistance \(R_{th}\) as a function of piezo-displacement during the tip-sample approach. In this example, we can observe a change of thermal resistance resulting from the contact of \(\sim 730 \text{ K/W}\). The tip-sample thermal
**Figure 1.3: Illustration of principle of the double scan technique [27]**

Schematic of the tip-surface arrangement for the tip being out of contact a), in contact with the sample at ambient temperature b) and in contact with the sample at elevated temperature c).

Panel d) shows the cantilever thermal resistance as function of the piezo-displacement during a tip-sample approach. The sample position was set to zero at the contact point.
resistance $R_{ts}$ is calculated as

$$R_{ts} = \frac{(T_{heater} - T_{ambient})}{\dot{Q}_{ts}}, \quad (1.2)$$

with $T_{ambient} = 20$ °C and $\dot{Q}_{ts}$ the tip-sample heat flux.

This calculation of the tip-sample thermal resistance $R_{ts}$ is made for each pixel of an image while raster-scanning the tip across the sample.

To determine the sample temperature, it is actually not necessary to disentangle the individual contributions to the thermal resistances of the tip-sample contact (see Fig. 1.1). Being able to quantitatively determine the total thermal resistance $R_{ts}$ allows one to measure the temperatures directly, as explained in the following.

To determine the temperature of the sample in the volume defined by the spreading resistance ($\approx (d/2)^3$ with $d$ being the contact diameter of the tip-surface contact [61]), all we need to know is the change in heat flux $\dot{Q}_{ts}$. For the sample at room temperature, we have a tip-sample thermal resistance defined by Eq. 1.2. If the surface temperature changes by $\Delta T_{sample}$, then the heat flux changes to

$$\dot{Q}_{ts} + \Delta \dot{Q}_{ts} = \frac{(T_{heater} + \Delta T_{heater} - T_{ambient} - \Delta T_{sample})}{R_{ts}}, \quad (1.3)$$

and we arrive at

$$\Delta \dot{Q}_{ts} = \frac{(\Delta T_{heater} - \Delta T_{sample})}{R_{ts}}. \quad (1.4)$$

Note that this assumes that $\Delta T_{sample}$ is sufficiently small to require $R_{ts}$ to be the same for the idle and the heated device. By interesting Eq. 1.2 into Eq. 1.4, the sample temperature can be calculated as

$$\Delta T_{sample} = \Delta T_{heater} - (T_{heater} - T_{ambient}) \times \frac{\Delta \dot{Q}_{ts}}{\dot{Q}_{ts}} \quad (1.5)$$

Although the double-scan-method described is a promising approach for the further development of scanning probe thermometry, the method is limited by the need to acquire two consecutive scans, putting strict requirements on the reproducibility of the tip-sample thermal contact. Furthermore, the need to relate two large heat-flux-related signals dominated by thermal resistance variations to extract a small temperature-related signal variation limits the temperature sensitivity of the approach. These two limitations are addressed in the course of this thesis work and motivate the development of a preferential single-scan scanning probe thermometry method presented in chapter 4 of this thesis.
1.3 The Concept of Temperature on the Nanoscale

As this thesis work explores the quantification of temperature in nanosystems, we provide a brief introduction to the concept of temperature on the nanoscale. This is important because the concept of temperature may become questionable as experiments facilitate the characterization of thermodynamic nonequilibrium processes on nanoscopic length scales.

The human perception of temperature is the first step towards a concept of temperature. The heat perception of the skin is in particular interesting as the sensing principle, inferring temperature from a heat flux, shows similarities to the basic idea of scanning probe thermometry. Without the direct experience of hot and cold in our daily life, we may not even find any motivation to investigate the temperature of nanosystems. Considering this intuitive approach, temperature had already been measured before it was first defined, which is an interesting perspective for an experimentalist quantifying temperature fields on nanoscopic length-scales, potentially in the context of local thermodynamic-nonequilibrium.

A detailed theoretical discussion about the concept of local temperature in non-equilibrium nanosystems is beyond the scope of this experimental thesis and we refer to a review by Hartmann [62] that discusses the locality of temperature on nanoscopic length scales, and to a text book by Biró [63], which discusses the fundamentals of temperature for the more theoretically inclined reader. In contrast, this thesis work is motivated by the question whether temperature can be meaningfully measured on nanometer length-scales, a question that is practically motivated and relevant as numerous local thermal effects are important for the understanding of energy transfer and conversion processes in nanosystems. As we follow an experimental approach, we aim to provide a practical definition of temperature as quantified in experiments presented in this thesis. Further we will discuss if there is indeed something like a temperature in the sense we can explore it at macroscopic length-scales. In particular, chapters 4 and 5 will bring this discussion to the real world as experimentally quantified temperature fields with spatial resolution down to 10 nm require a practical definition.

The concept of temperature rests on the laws of thermodynamics and is defined as

\[ T = \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial S} \right)_{V,N} \]  

by the partial derivative of the internal energy \( U \) of a system with respect to
the entropy $S$ at constant volume and number of particles. Here, temperature is defined as an intensive property based on thermodynamic equilibrium. This definition of temperature can appear quite abstract and more intuitive is the statistical description of temperature as the average kinetic energy of particles of a substance, something we might even sense in the form of fast colliding gas molecules giving rise to the temperature we can feel on our skin.

In this kinetic description, temperature is inferred by relating the pressure and the volume of a gas to the average molecular kinetic energy ($E_{avg}$) of the gas particles and described as

$$T = \frac{2}{3k_B} \times E_{avg},$$

where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant. Major challenges concerning the concept of temperature arise if we need to give up the definition base of thermal equilibrium and that of a sufficiently large statistical ensemble, e.g., by approaching nanoscopic length scales and local energy conversion and transfer processes.

In order to illustrate this, let us first consider the definition of temperature in the sensor element in our scanning probe cantilever. The scanning probe sensor element is still of microscopic size (approx. $3 \times 3 \times 0.5 \mu m$) and certainly fulfilling the requirement of a sufficiently large statistical ensemble. However, it is continuously self-heated by an electrical current, causing a thermodynamic nonequilibrium. This global nonequilibrium, does not mean that the temperature of a scanning probe sensor cannot be defined, because local thermodynamic equilibrium within the sensor element can still prevail. Local thermodynamic equilibrium means that for each element or position within the scanning probe sensor the requirements of thermodynamic equilibrium are fulfilled in good approximation, meaning that the properties of each element is similar to that of its neighboring elements. In the statistical picture this would mean that the distribution off all phonons excited within each element of our sensor can be described by the Bose-Einstein statistics. We can still use Eq. 1.7 to define an effective temperature at each location, equivalent to the average energy of phonons at this location.

In our experiments, we typically heat the scanning probe sensor to an average temperature $T_h$ related to the electrical power dissipated in the sensor. If we now move the scanning probe tip into contact with a sample, we obviously connect the sensor at temperature $T_h$ to a sample at temperature $T_s$. A question typically arising for this experimental configuration concerns the
temperature of the tip-sample contact. This question directly relates to the question whether we can define a local temperature within the sensor, with the small difference that we now try to examine whether we can define a continuous temperature profile between the scanning probe sensor and the sample.

Along the scanning probe tip, we can expect that a temperature can be defined for the same reasons as a temperature for the scanning probe sensor could be defined. In the sample volume beneath the tip, we can also define temperature as long as local thermodynamic equilibrium prevails. For the interface itself, we cannot define a temperature as the interface has no physical size. We rather expect to observe a discontinuity in the temperature profile because of the thermal interface resistance between the scanning probe tip and the sample.

For the sample volume beneath the tip, e.g., a self-heated segment of a nanowire, it can be difficult to infer if locally a thermodynamic equilibrium prevails. The self-heating current certainly leads to a global thermodynamic non-equilibrium. The question whether local thermodynamic equilibrium within the nanowire is achieved appears to depend on the thermal interaction strength between the nanowire and its substrate as well as on the thermal coupling between our scanning probe sensor and the nanowire. A weak thermal coupling between the scanning probe and the nanowire appears needed to ensure that the temperature field is not perturbed. In our measurements, such a situation can typically be achieved because the mechanical contact between the nanoscopic tip apex of the scanning probe and the sample leads to a thermal resistance larger than the thermal resistance to heat flow between the self-heating sample volume beneath the scanning probe tip and its embedding environment. If local thermodynamic equilibrium prevails we can measure meaningful temperature fields with spatial resolution down to 10 nm as presented in this thesis.

On the other hand, we may ask what would happen if local thermodynamic equilibrium does not prevail, but if instead there is something like a local breakdown of the temperature. Situations like this are for example known to appear in a slip-flow regime of gas particles where the temperature close to the wall of a tube remains constant as the gas particles enter a ballistic transport regime. Situations similar to that of the gas particles close to the wall of a vessel might potentially appear in the vicinity of nanoscopic heat source with a size smaller than the average phonon-mean free path of its embedding environment. The phonon transport in the vicinity of such a heat source enters a quasi-ballistic transport regime. Accordingly we might expect to observe a situation similar to that observed in the slip-flow regime of gases. The observation of a constant signal regime in the vicinity of a nanoscopic heat
source might indicate that here a temperature term is assigned to a region, which does not fulfill the requirement of local thermodynamic equilibrium and accordingly cannot to be described following the temperature definition of Eq. 1.6.

Nevertheless, we may always assign a local sample temperature value to the signal measured by the scanning probe sensor. However, this temperature is not necessarily a meaningful value to predict temperature dependent physical properties. On the other hand, we may ask what a local breakdown of the classical temperature definition means for temperature-dependent physical properties. Does the temperature dependence also break down on small length scales, meaning that physical properties as they may experimentally be characterized by a local scanning probe acquire a non-thermal character, or is just the conceptual definition of temperature problematic in these situations? For clarification of this kind of question it may be of interest to investigate nanosystems showing some kind of long range order, like strongly correlated metal-oxides or magnetic systems. Still it appears unclear how one might experimentally distinguish whether or not the locally measured physical property follows a thermal character.

In our current understanding, it makes sense to assign temperature to scanning probe thermometry measurements on nanoscopic length scales, although the theoretical, conceptual definition of temperature may be challenged by these experiments. We anticipate that experimental observations such as those reported in this thesis stimulate the theoretical discussion to assign meaningful concepts of temperature to nanoscopic nonequilibrium processes as they are frequently observed in nanosystems. In our experiments, we always define the sample temperature ($T_s$) as a quantity relating the heat flux ($Q_{ts}$) between the scanning probe sensor at temperature $T_h$ and the sample to the thermal resistance ($R_{ts}$) to heat flow

$$T_s = T_h - R_{ts} \dot{Q}_{ts},$$

with the thermal resistance $R_{ts}(T_h, T_s)$ being a function of the temperature difference if $T_h \gg T_s$. Since we already included Lord Kelvin in this thesis introduction, we would like to close this sections with one of his quotes: *To measure is to know.*
1.4 Scope and Motivation

In the preceding sections we described the experimental challenges arising from the need to locally quantify thermal transport and the temperature on nanoscopic length scales. Furthermore, we discussed some conceptual challenges arising as the experimental investigation of thermal nonequilibrium processes in nanosystems becomes tangible. Challenges, however, always relate to opportunities and the nanoscopic investigation of temperature fields holds remarkable technological relevance as various processes are based on the interaction of thermal energy carriers such as electrons, phonons and photons on nanoscopic length scales. The quantification of temperature holds information about the energetics of these processes, ultimately aiming to manipulate and control the transfer and conversion of energy.

It is particularly this linking between information and thermal energy transfer and conversion processes that is exciting. The emergence of thermodynamic nonequilibrium processes on nanoscopic length scales, like the formation of local hot spots in the drain region of transistors, is not only challenging today’s CMOS technology, but our general approach to information processing. It is fascinating to note that the appearance of these hot spots is less a by-product of a particular type of computing machine, but the logical consequence of irreversible logic, manifested on small length scales.

This universal nature becomes clearer by the fact that not only our computers get hot as we use them, with power densities (150 W/cm$^2$) exceeding those of a rocket nozzle\[65\], but also our own brain cannot memorize a single word of this sentence without dissipating about 25 Joule of heat per second\[66\]. Whenever information is created or deleted, regardless whether this is related to the switching of a transistor or the configurational change of a protein, tiny amounts of heat are dissipated, essentially one bit of entropy times the temperature of the environment\[67, 68\]. The liveliness of the world as it is expressed in the permanent creation, deletion and the transmission of information is linked to the dissipation of heat, proceeding at an incredible rate and starting from small length scales. Living in the information age therefore means exploring the warming of the world, whereby thermometry is a key to understand the processes and principles behind it.

Within this global context, we believe that further advance in current understanding of science and technology requires progress in nanoscale thermometry. We intend to address this need by developing and building a highly sensitive sub-nanoWatt per Kelvin thermal scanning probe microscope (chapter 2) and novel methodologies for the quantification of temperatures in nanosystems. This thesis seeks to overcome the experimental lack of tools
and techniques to quantify thermal transport (chapter 3) and temperature down to sub-10 nm length scales. This spatial resolution is technologically required for the characterization of local thermal processes in nanosystems, such as the self-heating of individual transistors in integrated circuits. We further aim to demonstrate the ability to address technologically relevant challenges related to nanoscopic thermodynamic nonequilibrium processes by the direct study of hot spots in metal interconnect test structures (chapter 4) and semiconductor nanowires (chapter 5).

Our merging of hot topics and cool ideas at the end of this introduction may seem paradox, but sometimes nothing burns more than the cold. It is the unexpected experience that makes science exciting and life special. Still, we can just hope to find an ice cube in the desert, that starts to melt as soon as we touch it, either getting hot and dry with time or giving rise to the growth of something unique by spending life and shadow.
1.5 Organization

The main part of the thesis work is organized into four chapters. Each chapter is devoted to one set of experimental work, starting with an abstract followed by a brief introduction. Subsequently, all methods and techniques are introduced before the experimental results are presented and discussed in the main body. Each chapter ends with a short summary highlighting the major findings and conclusions.

In chapter 2, we report on the development of a vacuum-based scanning thermal microscope. We first provide a short motivation for the development of a high-resolution thermal microscope. Subsequently, we illustrate the design and the development of the instrument, including all major components such as the optical beam deflection detection, the scanning probe head and the sample stage. Finally, we discuss the calibration of the thermal scanning probe sensor and its electrically noise-limited thermal resolution.

In chapter 3, we use the heated tip of the scanning thermal microscope cantilever to study thermal transport across graphene layers. We first provide a short introduction into thermal transport properties of graphene in relation to the potential application as atomically thin heat spreader. Afterwards, we report the investigation of heat dissipation into graphene sheets of different thicknesses, on a silicon oxide and on a silicon carbide substrates. We relate the experimental observations to an analytical model and previously reported thermal conductivities of graphene. Finally we discuss the spatial resolution of our measurements in relation to frequently observed topography artifacts.

In chapter 4, we describe a novel method for the quantification of nanoscopic temperature fields using a scanning probe microscope. We first motivate the development of a nanoscale thermometry method by referring to self-heating of integrated circuits. Next, we derive the fundamental principle of scanning probe thermometry, and subsequently apply the method to quantify self-heating of metal interconnects. Finally, we discuss the spatial and thermal temperature resolution of our measurements in relation to nanoscopic hot spots observed near lithographically defined defects.
In chapter 5, we introduce a dual harmonic detection method for scanning probe thermometry. We first motivate the development of the method by noting the fundamental challenge of separating different thermophysical effects that can typically only be observed as superposition in thermal scanning probe measurements. Afterwards, we derive the principle of dual harmonic scanning probe thermometry and demonstrate the method by simultaneous imaging of Joule heating and Peltier effects at metal/nanowire contacts. We report systematic studies on the voltage bias dependence of both effects, and validate our temperature measurements by comparison of a bipolar and a unipolar measurement scheme.

In the final chapter of the thesis, we provide a summarizing conclusion of this thesis work, and present a brief outlook on possible directions for future research.
In this chapter, we report on the development of a vacuum based scanning thermal microscope. The instrument enables quantification of thermal transport properties and local temperature fields in nanosystems with sub-10 nm lateral thermal resolution at sub-nanoWatt per Kelvin conductance sensitivity. This unique microscope is built inside an electromagnetically shielded, temperature stabilized laboratory and rests on a 68-ton concrete block, floating on actively controlled air-springs. The microscope features combined thermal and optical detection. The temperature of the scanning probe can be quantified with sub-mK precision. The temperature difference between the scanning probe sensor and the sample is adjustable over four orders of magnitude. We will discuss the design, the implementation and the performance of this microscope.
2.1 A Thermometer for the Nanoscale

Significant efforts towards nanoscale thermometry are devoted to the development of nanoscale thermometers based on luminescent organic dyes, quantum dots and fluorescent nanoparticles [69, 70]. However, nanoscale thermometry does not require the development of nanothermometers, but rather a thermometer for the nanoscale, a scientific instrument that combines local thermal sensing with the measuring capability of a microscope. The development of such a thermal microscope is motivated by the technological need to quantify nanoscopic temperature fields in electronics, photonics, plasmonics, microfluidics and life sciences. The impressive variety of applications underlines the universal nature of temperature measurements and highlights the implication of thermal energy transfer and conversion processes for nanotechnology. Thermometry promises significant progress in the understanding of thermal processes, such as hot spot formation in electronics or intracellular temperature regulation in living organisms [71]. The dependence of many nanoscale devices on temperature is unfortunately not paralleled by the progress in thermal nanometrology, the technique to perform accurate, quantitative temperature measurements in nanosystems. Well-established optical methods for thermal imaging like infrared microscopy, thermoreflectance microscopy or Raman thermometry have diffraction limited spatial resolutions on the range of a few hundred nanometers to microns, which is not sufficient to meet the requirements of many technological needs encountered in nanotechnology. In contrast, scanning probe-based thermal microscopes can achieve combined high spatial resolution and temperature sensitivity [55]. In the following section, we will discuss the design and the building of a highly-sensitive thermal microscope for scanning probe thermometry, a thermometer for the nanoscale.

2.2 Design and Development of the Microscope

The design and building of a high-vacuum scanning thermal microscope comprises several key components that need to be considered. An often overlooked aspect of potentially tremendous impact is the laboratory environment.

The laboratory environment

The performance of a scientific instrument is directly linked to its surroundings. All sources of interferences impacting its functionality have to be considered and their effect minimized. Impressive examples, illustrating this
strategy are the Hubble space telescope which is located in low earth orbit to eliminate light absorption by the atmosphere or the Large Hardron Collider at CERN, which is located 100 m underground to minimize interferences with natural radiation. We are not aiming for a comparison between our efforts to construct a thermal microscope and these two outstanding instruments, but only want to highlight the need to consider its overall design settings.

Like for any scanning probe microscope, mechanical vibrations, temperature fluctuations and electromagnetic radiation are interference sources potentially limiting the spatial resolution and sensitivity. Typically, scanning probe systems comprise active/passive vibration-damping systems and may be placed inside environmental-control chambers. Our new microscope is built inside a specially shielded, environmentally controlled laboratory [72] of the Binnig-Rohrer Nanotechnology center, supporting our efforts to push the frontiers of nanoscale thermal metrology. We will briefly discuss the relevance of this laboratory environment on the design and operation of our microscope.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the experimental arrangement with the vacuum scanning thermal microscope situated inside the electromagnetically shielded laboratory. Sensitive equipment like the amplifiers are placed inside the temperature-stabilized user-room, close to the experiment. All equipment potentially interfering with the function of the microscope is placed inside a utility room, including the computer for data acquisition as well as the control units of positioners and pumps. The ability to isolate sensitive equipment of the experiment from potential noise sources is beneficial for our efforts. At the same time we encountered challenges and constraints in building the instrument inside such a well controlled laboratory environment. The separation of the microscope from the data-acquisition and control units, required long connection distances for both the electrical cabling and the vacuum system. For the cabling, we had to find a trade-off between the separation from potential interference sources and the increasing probability of picking up electromagnetic disturbances by the long cables. With respect to the vacuum system, we had to avoid mechanical excitation of the concrete base via the vacuum hose connecting the chamber to the scroll pump situated in the basement of the utility chamber. The vacuum hose can easily transfer mechanical excitations from the scroll pump onto the floating concrete, inducing unwanted vibrations in our scanning probe microscope. We use ultra-flexible hose that is freely suspended between the wall of the room and the concrete base to minimize this effect.

The electromagnetic shielding and in particular the temperature stabilization are beneficial for our studies as thermally induced drifts of electronic and
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The microscope is placed inside an electromagnetically shielded, temperature stabilized laboratory and resting on an actively vibration damped concrete base. Noise-equipment is separated from the experiment and placed inside the utility chamber.
mechanical systems are reduced. Testing the newly built instrument outside the laboratory would allow one to quantify the direct benefits related to just the laboratory environment. Qualitatively, we observed significant improvements compared with our previous scanning thermal microscope, as demonstrated in the experiments presented in the subsequent chapters.

The vacuum system

The unique environment of our experiment gets even more special, considering that vacuum conditions are needed to accomplish quantitative scanning probe thermometry [27]. The vacuum chamber, housing the scanning probe microscope, is shown in Fig. 2.2. It is built from standard CF-parts (con-

Figure 2.2: The vacuum chamber system housing the microscope
fixed to a metal frame, directly resting on the floating concrete base of the laboratory. Access to the microscope is ensured by a quick-lock door for convenient exchange of the sample and the scanning probe. By the stereomicroscope mounted next to the quick-look door, alignment of the multi-pin probe card to the electrical contact pads of a sample device is possible without the need to detach the cabling of the probe card.

flat flanges), except for the bottom flange of the main chamber, which is customized with respect to the electrical and optical feedthroughs. The design keeps the number and type of feedthroughs variable to preserve flexibility for future modifications. The vacuum chamber is fixed to a metal frame that directly rests on the vibration-isolated concrete base of the room. Further vibration isolation by the air-springs below the metal frame is not needed. The chamber is ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) compatible, except for minor components, although just high vacuum conditions are needed for the current experiments. One not-UHV-compatible component is the quick-lock
door, which could potentially be replaced by a load lock chamber at a future development stage of the instrument. The quick-lock door ensures fast and easy access to both the sample and the cantilever holder. Two gate valves (Vacom and VAT) are installed to separate the main chamber from vacuum pumps when needed. The turbo pump (Pfeiffer HighPace 300) together with the scroll pump are initially used to pump vacuum levels of below 10^{-6} mbar before the ion pump (Varian Nobel Diode) takes over pumping. The turbo pump is shut down during experiment in order to avoid mechanical excitation of the microscope and electrical interferences noise of the pump control electronics on our measurements. Typically it takes about 5 h of pumping, starting from ambient pressure and including the microscope with some non-fully-vacuum-compatible parts, such as the PCB boards of the optical readout, until scanning probe measurements can be started.

The scanning probe microscope

Fig. 2.3 shows the scanning thermal microscope. The microscope is built on a rigid L-shaped stainless-steel support structure, resting on four posts forming a strong fixation to the bottom flange of the vacuum chamber. In contrast to most vacuum-based scanning probe systems, there is no additional mechanical damping (e.g., an eddy current system) needed, as the entire microscope is sufficiently isolated against mechanical excitations by the floating base of the room, at least for the spatial resolution currently required.

As visible in Fig. 2.3, our experiments require extensive cabling. In particular, the sample holder and sample stage of the microscope comprise numerous connections. The cable to the sample has 14 wires connected to a multi-pin probe card and a multi-pin connector on the side of the feedthrough. These wires exert, despite the thin diameter, a noticeable mechanical force on the piezo scanner but provide significant extra functionality as multiple nanoelectronic devices can be contacted in parallel by the probecard.

The entire microscope consists of several complex subsystems such as the optical beam deflection detection, the scanning probe head and the sample stage. Mechanical parts of the microscope have been fabricated by M. Tschudy and the IBM model shop according to our design and drawings. In the following, we will introduce the different main components of the microscope individually.

The optical system

The main component of the optical system is the optical beam deflection (OBD) detection. We decided to build a compact OBD to track the can-
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of the scanning thermal microscope mounted to the bottom flange of the vacuum chamber and comprising various components, such as the optical beam deflection detection, the scanning probe head and the sample stage.
tilever motion during regular contact-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) operation, instead of an interferometric approach, as the focusing objective is simultaneously needed for visualization of the imaging region. Unconventionally, the entire OBD including the read-out electronics is housed inside the vacuum chamber, as close as possible to the optical signal acquisition by the photo diode. By including the electronic board into the vacuum chamber, we made a compromise between full UHV compatibility of the system and the complexity of optical signal acquisition, potentially capable for detection at very high bandwidth.

Figure 2.4: The optical head of the microscope illustrating the assembly of the optical beam deflection detection including different positioners, optical components and the electrical read-out board.

Fig. 2.4 shows an image of the optical head, indicating the optical components (6-10), the positioners (2-4) and the electronic readout board (5). All components are held by an aluminum beam (1), fixed to the slide of the z-axis coarse-positioner. The laser source is a 660-nm laser (51nanoFI from Schaefter Kirchhoff) specifically developed for application in scanning probe
systems. The laser source provides a strongly collimated polarized beam with a maximum output power of 6 mW. To avoid back-reflection of laser light into the laser cavity, we use fiber connectors with an angled physical contact (APC) connector (6) with an $8^\circ$ angled polished fiber end. The laser light is coupled into the vacuum chamber via a polarization preserving single mode fiber, using a high-vacuum fiber feedthrough. The fiber end is attached to a collimator (7) followed by a polarizing beamsplitter cube (8) that is transparent to the incoming beam and redirects the back-reflected beam from the cantilever onto the photodiode detector directly attached to the electronic readout board. This is enabled by the $\lambda/4$ wave-plate attached between the beam splitter cube and the focusing objective, which turns the linearly polarized light into circularly polarized light, rotating the beam polarization by $45^\circ$ during each light passage. As the back-reflected beam passed the wave-plate two-times its polarization is in total rotated by $90^\circ$ and therefore redirected by the beamsplitter cube onto the quad photodiode, through a hole that was drilled into the fixation ring of the cube, enabling redirecting of the laser beam. The photo-detector is directly soldered onto the electrical readout board built by B. Veselaj. The underlying electronics (5) are based on an original design by R. Enning et al. [73] and we refer to this work for further information.

Positioning of the laser beam path is achieved by various positioning ele-

![Figure 2.5: Illustration of the optical detection principle including a schematic of the laser beam path and the white-light illumination for optical visualization of the scanning probe.](image-url)
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is fixed by a lens holder (SM05 Thorlabs) screwed into a xy-flexure cage positioner (Thorlabs), which allows the laser beam to be adjusted via two manual micrometer screws in a range of $\pm 1.5\text{mm}$. For the initial coarse positioning of the laser beam, the entire flexure cages can be moved within a range of $\sim \pm 5\text{mm}$, inside grooves milled into the aluminum beam. The collimated laser beam is reflected into the objective by an $45^\circ$ angled mirror (dichromatic shortpass filter 600nm from Edmund Optics), mounted on a mirror hold with two degrees of freedom for fine adjustment. The laser beam is finally focused to the backside of the heatable scanning probe cantilever by the objective (Olympus LMPLFLN-BD) with a magnification of $20 \times$ a working distance of $12\text{mm}$ and a NA of $0.4$.

Note that optical signal acquisition by the OBD using the thermal scanning probes is more challenging than with regular AFM cantilevers. The silicon cantilevers have a thickness of only 300-500 nm, comprise no reflective coating and are partially transparent for a 660-nm wavelength beam. In their original application as writing heads in probe-based memory cells [74], optical detection was not required, as topography sensing was accomplished by the distance-dependent heat flux signal of an integrated sensor resistor [45]. Here, we require traditional optical detection because the former approach cannot be applied under vacuum conditions. The optical topography detection is however limited by the partial transparency of the cantilever, giving rise to optical interference between reflections coming from the scanning probe and those coming from the substrate, as regularly observed in force-distance curves.

Another helpful component of our optical system is the optical microscope built on top of the main chamber (see Fig. 2.2). The optical image acquired by the CCD camera outside the vacuum chamber allows us to position the sample surface with respect to the cantilever, a very helpful feature to locate nanoscale device of typically no more than $1 \times 1\mu\text{m}$ in size. Moreover, it enables convenient alignment of the scanning probe cantilever with respect to the beam path of the detection laser, as the reflected laser spot on the cantilever can be directly visualized.

The last component of the optical system is the stereomicroscope, installed right in front of the quick-lock door. Although it is just a minor component of our thermal microscope setup, it turned our to be a critical element, as it enables sample exchange without the need to detach any cables. Nanoscale devices, in particular the nanowires studied in chapter 5, can be very sensitive to changes of the electronic connectors, potentially causing electrical discharges and the installation of the optical stereomicroscope diminished the accidental destruction of sensitive devices during the preparation handling.
The sample stage system

Fig. 2.6 shows the sample stage system consisting of the xy-coarse positioner (1) carrying the piezo scanner (2), the Peltier heating/cooling stage (3) and the sample holder (4). The most important component of the sample stage is the closed-loop 3-axis piezo scanner (Mad CityLabs NanoHS3) directly mounted on top of the xy-coarse positioner. The scanner has a range of $10\mu m \times 10\mu m \times 10\mu m$ and a step-size resolution of 0.3 nm. The coarse positioner consists of two piezo stick-slip stages (Smaract SLC2460), each having one parallel linear guide, mounted on top of each other. Each axis features a travel range of 24 mm, with a minimum nominal step size of 50 nm. For coarse positioning in the z-direction, the optical system and the probe head system are moved relative to the sample stage using a stepper-motor-driven spindle positioner (Pi-Micos PLS85-UHV). Here, we decided to use a mechanically robust positioner with a maximal load-carrying capability of 3.5 kg.

Another part of the sample stage system is the sample holder: a thin stainless-steel plate (7) with two threads in the corners, for fixation of our multi-pin probe card (6). The multi-pin probe card was designed to ensure free access to the scanning region from one side and to fit the contact-pad layout already established in the group in which this thesis was conducted. The probe card was fabricated by SQC Goldach according to our design. It is made from a PCB board with 14 copper beryllium needles. Two multi-pin connectors are directly soldered onto the probe card.

Below the sample holder is a Peltier stage, equipped with a temperature sensor (AD590MF) to set and control the sample temperature. The Peltier stage comprises a Peltier element sandwiched between two copper plates and can nominally create a temperature difference of $\pm 70^\circ$ with respect to ambient temperature. The copper plates are bonded onto the Peltier element by thin indium foils. The temperature sensor is glued to the side of the copper top-plate, which has four glued-in magnets on the bottom side for mechanical fixation of the stainless steel sample plate. Currently, the Peltier stage can cool down the sample top side to $\sim 0^\circ$C and heat up to around $100^\circ$C.
Figure 2.6: Image of the sample stage system
including the xy-coarse positioner, the piezoscanner, the Peltier cooling-heating stage and the sample holder with the multi-pin probe card for electrical addressing of nanoscale devices.
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The scanning probe head

Fig. 2.7 shows an image of the scanning probe head, including a magnification of the cantilever region. The scanning probe head has an independent xyz-coarse positioner (1, 3), a major component of the microscope needed to align the cantilever with respect to the optical beam path and the sample surface. The probe head comprises a xy-positioner (3) (Smaract SLC2430), a manual xy-tilt (2) (Melles Griot MicroLab Low Profile) and a manual z-positioner (1). It is designed to ensure fast and free optical access to the cantilever holder. In combination with the optical microscope image, it allows precise positioning of the cantilever with sub-micron resolution.

The cantilever holder is mounted on the xy-coarse positioner, which has a travel range of 12 mm. The positioner is built from two linear piezo positioners (SLC2430 from Smaract), directly stacked on top of each other. This provides sufficient positioning flexibility to align the scanning probe cantilever in the optical beam path or moving it away from the objective for probe exchange. The manual z- and tilt-positioners were prepared for vacuum compatibility by removing the black anodization of aluminum and replacement of the greases.

The cantilever holder comprises a base plate with three glued-in magnets (4), three electrical contact pins and a clamping head (5) mechanism for the scanning probe designed by A. Knoll and fabricated by the IBM model shop. Three conical rods, screwed into the xy-positioner are used to define the position of the scanning probe holder, while the magnetic forces are used for mechanical fixation.

The scanning probe chip (6) gets clamped by a copper beam. The mechanical clamping mechanism is very beneficial to ensure reuse of the cantilevers. However, its implementation is challenging due to the space constraints related to the cantilever geometry and the difficulty to ensure straight positioning of the scanning probe on this length scale.

For scanning operation, the probe has to be tilted by an angle of (4-6)° along the long axis of the probe, relative to the plane surface of the sample stage. Alignment of the probe angles is accomplished by the two-axis tilt positioner. As long as the tilt of a sample does not change significantly, no readjustment of the tilt angles is needed after an exchange of the scanning probe or the sample.
Figure 2.7: Image of the scanning probe head comprising the different positioners and the cantilever holder. The scanning probe is mechanically clamped by a copper beam coming from the side of the holder, not visible in the photo, while electrical contacts to the scanning probe are established by copper beryllium wires glued to a second copper beam on the bottom of the scanning probe holder.
The resistively heatable silicon scanning probe

The resistively heatable silicon scanning probes used in this thesis were fabricated by U. Drechsler. The scanning probe consists of a mono-crystalline silicon body with large metal pads for electrical contacts. The chip is electrically contacted by copper beryllium wires glued to the copper beam of the holder as shown in Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.8 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the cantilever. Such micrographs provide insights about important cantilever characteristics and are regularly recorded before and after experiments. In particular, they provide information about the tip apex, its sharpness and opening angle. The tip-apex radius defines the tip-sample thermal resistance. The opening angle has a strong influence on the thermal resistance of the tip [45]. Typical probes have tips with a length of 500–700 nm and a sharp tip-apex radius of 5–10 nm initially. In certain experiments, knowledge about the thickness of the cantilever hinge is also useful as it defines the mechanical stiffness of the cantilever. Our typical cantilevers have a nominal spring constant of 0.15–0.20 N/m and a resonance frequency in the range of 50 kHz, making them well suited for contact-mode operation. The cantilever is highly phosphorus doped ($10^{20}$ at/cm$^3$) for good electrical conductivity. The heater region of (4×6) $\mu$m below the tip has a nominal dopant density of $5 \times 10^{17}$ at/cm$^3$. The thermal resistance of the cantilever when situated in vacuum is typically $2 \times 10^5$ K/W. The thermal resistance is mainly defined by the heat flux from the heater region along the anchor beams of the cantilever into the chip body. The thermal isolation of the heater region is maximized in a trade-off between the mechanical and thermal properties of the lever. For scanning probe operation, we require
a critical thickness of the cantilever, which is already a thin beam of only 300 nm in the region of the hinge. More than 90% of the total power dissipation in the cantilever occurs in the small region of the heater element below the tip. The heater equilibrates in a few microseconds. The electrical resistance is on the order of 1.2 kΩ at room temperature and increases to about 3.3 kΩ at 550 °C. Overall, the heater can be heated up to 1000 °C. Further details on the cantilever, its design and fabrication are reported by Drechsler et al. [33].

2.3 Instrument Control and Data Acquisition

Instrument control and data acquisition are built around an ADwin-Pro II real-time system. The ADwin-Pro II has an independent central processing unit (CPU) to execute all time-critical task in real-time, independently of the CPU of the measurement PC. This guarantees reliable operation of all deterministic functions, such as the scanner motion, independently of the workload of the measurement PC. The system is built in a modular fashion and capable of running multiple processes in parallel. Further details on the ADWin-Pro II system can be found on the company’s website (www.adwin.de).

The Instrument Control

When discussing the instrument control, we will differentiate between control related to the control of the vacuum system, control of the optical system, control of the scanning probe/sample system, and control of the scanner and positioner motion. Fig. 2.9 provides an overview of these four major blocks of the instrument control.

The vacuum control system comprises independent control units for the vacuum pumps and pressure gauges. Control of the vacuum environment is an important aspect of the experiments as the thermal measurements depend on a high-vacuum environment and a pressure in the range of 10^{-7} - 10^{-6} mbar. The ion pump (Varian Noble Diode) and the turbo pump (Pfeiffer High-Pace 300) are directly connected to the MidiVac and Pfeiffer DCU control units. The pumps can be separated from the main chamber by manually controlled gate valves. The ion pump is running 24 h and just separated from the main chamber during sample and probe exchange, while the turbo pump is separated and switched off during the scanning probe experiments. The vacuum levels in the main chamber and pre-vacuum system are monitored by three different pressure gauges, namely the compact capacitance gauge, the full-range BA and a Pirani gauge. They are connected to the
Figure 2.9: Schematic of instrument control and data acquisition system separated into control related the vacuum, the optics, the scanning probe/sample system, and the motion control.
Pfeiffer Dual gauge control units, which are programmed to automatically switch between the different sensing gauges in dependence of the vacuum level. The Dual gauges control units are connected to the measurement PC to read-out the pressure level, which allows switching off the high voltage supply of the piezo-scanner in case of any disturbances.

The major components of the optical control system consist of the laser connected to the PLL05 power supply and the optical readout board powered by a triple voltage DC power supply (Agilent E3630A). Control of the laser is not yet fully implemented and the laser intensity is manually adjusted by the potentiometer attached to the laser unit. A further development stage of the instrument will included an interface between the measurement PC and the laser.

The DC voltage supply used for the optical readout board also powers the relay card of the relay-box potentiometer, a part of the scanning probe/sample control system. Implementation of the relay-box potentiometer as automated potentiometer to compensate for voltage offsets in the heater/sensor resistor signal is a major improvement in the scanning probe control system. The relay-box potentiometer is implemented to realize an automated Wheatstone bridge for compensating the cantilever sensor voltage offset, as further discussed in the next section of the data acquisition. In each measurement the Wheatstone-bridge has to be balanced by adjusting the variable potentiometer, which can now be done either via a manual potentiometer or via the relay-box potentiometer. The relays are controlled via the digital output-input card (DOI) of the ADwin. The cantilever voltage bias is controlled by the ADWin digital-analog output card (DAC).

Other components of the scanning probe/sample system include the Agilent Function Generator (33250 A) as AC voltage supply for the sample devices. A manual switch to change between the ADwin DAC and the function generation as voltage supply, and a switch matrix (Keithly 7001) to address different needles of the multi-pin probe card. The temperature control of the Peltier stage is connected to the measurement PC and the Peltier element and the temperature sensor inside the vacuum chamber.

The motion control of the positioner and the scanner includes the control unit for the piezo-driven coarse positioner from Smaract (HCU-3D), the control for the stepper-motor-driven z-positioner from PI-Micos (Pollux) and the controller of the piezo-scanner from MadCitylabs (MCL NanoDrive). The first three channels of the ADwin DAC are connected to the MCL NanoDrive, the high-voltage amplifier/controller of the piezo scanner. The piezo-scanner is controlled by the DAC of the ADwin, which can deliver output voltage biases in a range from -10 to 10 V. A ten volt output bias correspond to the 10 m travel range of the piezo-scanner. For scanner motion a sinusoidal voltage signal is generated by the ADwin DAC.
Next we will discuss data acquisition and the processing of signals.

**Data Acquisition and Signal Processing**

The central part of our the data acquisition is the ADwin real-time system. The independent CPU of the Adwin is connected to the measurement PC via Ethernet. The ADwin processes are programmed in ADBasic, a system-specific software development tool, executed from a higher-level Matlab interface on the measurement PC.

The ADwin system currently comprises one output card (DAC), one output-input card (DIO), and two analog-digital input cards (ADC). The ADC has a large local memory, which allows temporarily storing all data recorded during a measurement scan before the data is transferred to the PC for post-processing in Matlab. During this thesis, data acquisition speed could be enhanced up to 350 kHz.

Fig. 2.10 provides an overview about the acquisition of thermal signals, position and device signals.

![Diagram of data acquisition system](image)

*Figure 2.10: Overview of the data acquisition separated into thermal signals, position signals, and device related signals.*
First, we will discuss the acquisition of thermal signals from the scanning probe. The scanning probe is powered by a DC voltage coming from the ADwin DAC. The output voltage is split behind the output, while one signal is read back as \( V_{Tot} \) and the second one is passed to the scanning probe cantilever. The voltage drop across the scanning probe is measured in a Wheatstone bridge configuration, comprising 2k\( \Omega \) series resistors in each branch, of which one includes the scanning probe and the other a relay-box potentiometer for automated voltage offset compensation before the differential amplifier. The signal of the scanning probe branch is split before the differential amplifier, with one signal read back as \( V_{Lev} \) by the ADwin ADC and the second one going into the differential amplifier. The differential amplifier (Stanford SR-640) is controlled via the measurement PC and used to filter (typical 50 kHz) and amplify the signal of the scanning probe with a typical gain of 40-60 dB. For a fully compensated bridge, the differential signal output of the amplifier contains the relative change of the scanning probe resistance in relation to the heat flux into the nanodevice. The amplified voltage signal is split, while one signal is passed to the ADwin ADC and the second line is passed to the lock-in amplifiers (Stanford SR-830), which are locked to the frequency of the AC voltage applied to the active nanoscale device under study. The lock-in amplifiers are recording the first and second harmonic of the amplified signal of the scanning probe. The implementation of a lock-in detection scheme for the active device measurement has greatly improved the temperature sensitivity in thermometry measurements as shown by the data presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5. The lock-in signals are recorded by the ADwin ADC and post-processed in Matlab.

The voltage bias across the nanodevice is constant and therefore not permanently recorded during measurement scans, but the device current-voltage response is initially characterized prior to the scans. A voltage is applied by DAC and directed to the device by adjustment of the Keithly switch matrix. A current amplifier (FEMTO DHPCA 100) is used to amplify the signal with a typical gain of \( 10^3 \) V/A. During measurement scans, the device is powered by an AC voltage bias coming from the Agilent function generator (33250 A), which is also connected to the reference input channels of the lock-in amplifiers for phase-sensitive detection of the scanning probe response. A minor component of the thermal signal acquisition is the temperature signal of the Peltier sample stage recorded by a AD590MF temperature sensor connected to the temperature controller (Newport Model 350B). The temperature controller is connected to the measurement PC via a USB interface and allows one to acquire the sample temperature.

Apart from the thermal and device signals, acquisition of position signals is important for operation of the microscope. The position of the closed-loop...
2.4 Calibration of the Heatable Scanning Probes

The first step towards quantitative scanning probe thermometry is to establish the correlation between the electrical resistance and the temperature of the scanning probe cantilevers. Therefore, each scanning probe sensor needs to be calibrated prior to experiments.

Electrical Fix Point Calibration

Fix point calibration is a common approach for calibrating thermometers. Typically, the triple point, the freezing point or the melting point of some well-characterized substances, such as water, is used as reference for calibrating a thermometer. In our experiments we do not use a material’s phase change, but the distinct change in the electrical conductivity of the silicon sensor as the calibration fix point.

First, we measure the current-voltage response (I-V curve) of the cantilever (see Fig. 2.11(a)) and calculate the corresponding resistance versus power relation as shown in Fig. 2.11(b). The current \( I = (V_{Tot} - V_{VLev})/R_{series} \) is calculated from the voltage drop across the 2 kΩ series resistor in the Wheatstone bridge while sweeping the input voltage bias. The resistance increases typically from 1.2 kΩ up to 3.3 kΩ illustrating the strong temperature dependence of silicon’s electrical resistance. In contrast to a simple linear relation, as in the case of a platinum resistance thermometer, we observe a more complicated dependence, reflecting the competition between increasing electron-phonon scattering with increasing temperature of the sensor and decreasing electrical resistance due to thermal excitation of intrinsic charge carriers into the silicon conduction band. The power dissipated at maximum resistance is our calibration fix point and specific for the given doping concentration of our heater/sensor element. The doping concentration determines the temperature required beyond which thermally excited, intrinsic charge carriers dominate conduction. Here, we refer to this temperature as intrinsic temperature \( T_{int} \), which can be calculated as \( T_{heater} = T_{int} = 550 \, ^\circ C \) from the known doping level of the cantilever [60]. Based on the known intrinsic tem-
Figure 2.11: Electrical fix point calibration
(a) Shows the current voltage characteristic (I-V curve) of the scanning probe and (b) the corresponding power versus resistance dependence, reflecting the competition between phonon scattering related increase and thermal carrier excitation decrease of the resistance.

Temperature $T_{int}$, we calculate the thermal resistance of the cantilever as $R_{th} = \frac{(T_{int} - T_{ambient})}{P_{max}}$, where $T_{ambient}$ denotes room temperature ($20^\circ$C) and $P_{max}$ is the electrical power delivered to the cantilever at the resistance maximum. Knowing the electrical input power needed to reach $T_{int}$ we determine arbitrary heater temperatures from linear scaling of the electrical input power as $T_{heater} = T_{ambient} + \frac{P}{P_{max}} \times (T_{int} - T_{ambient})$.

This procedure of electrical fix point calibration holds several assumptions. In particular, we assume (i) that the temperature at the resistance maximum can be predicted from the nominal doping level of the resistor, (ii) that the electrical input power $P$ equals the heat flux $\dot{Q}$ into the heater, and (iii) that the thermal resistance for heat flow away from the heater along the cantilever beams is independent of temperature. A detailed discussion of these assumptions, their validity and an error estimation can be found in the appendix. In total, we expect a combined uncertainty of determining the absolute cantilever heater temperature of about 20%. Note that this is a conservative estimation of the accuracy of the sensor temperature, while the resolution of the sensor ($\sim$100 $\mu$K) is significantly higher. To experimentally verify the electrical fix point calibration, various reference calibration measurements have been performed.
Reference Calibration by Raman Thermometry

In a first approach, we applied Raman thermometry to determine the heater temperature in comparison to the fix point calibration method described above. The heater temperature was determined using a LabRam HR Raman microscope from Horiba with a 633nm laser. The laser was focused directly onto the cantilever heater (as shown in Fig. 2.12(a), while significant laser-induced heating was avoided by using a laser power of only 12 µW. As the Stokes peak position, frequently applied to infer temperature is potentially sensitive to mechanical strain in the cantilever, the heater temperature was measured using the Stokes/AntiStokes ratio according to the relation [75]:

\[
\frac{I_S}{I_{AS}} = A \left( \frac{\omega_S}{\omega_{AS}} \right)^{3} \exp \left( \frac{\hbar \omega}{k_B T} \right),
\]

(2.1)

where \( \omega_S \) and \( \omega_{AS} \) are the frequencies of the Stokes and AntiStokes photons, \( \hbar \) is Planck's constant, \( c \) the speed of light, \( \omega \) the optical phonon frequency, \( k_B \) Boltzmann's constant and \( T \) the absolute temperature. The constant \( A \) is determined by the absorption constants and Raman cross sections at the Stokes and AntiStokes frequencies and in our case \( A = 0.675 \).

![Figure 2.12: Heater temperature versus power dissipated as calibrated by Raman thermometry and electrically.](image)

Fig. 2.12(a) shows the temperature of the sensor measured by Raman thermometry as a function of the electrically determined heater temperature. We observe a deviation between the temperature determined by the two different calibration methods, increasing with increasing power dissipated in the scanning probe. Applying a linear fit to the Raman temperatures we...
observe a relative deviation of \( \sim 20\% \) between the two calibration methods as extracted from the difference in the slope of the linear fit in Fig. 2.12(a), indicating a temperature of about 700°C at the maximum electrical resistance of the scanning probe. The observed deviation is likely related to a lower doping concentration of the cantilever sensor than intended by the fabrication process. Still the absolute deviation is within the uncertainty of the estimated calibration error of the electrical fix point calibration. Note that a measurement accuracy of \( \sim 20\% \) is typical for thermal transport measurements on nanoscopic length scales and potential systematic errors in the calibration of the scanning probe cantilever effect all data points in a scanning probe measurements in the same way. Further details about the calibration of resistively heated silicon cantilever by Raman thermometry are reported by Nelson [43].

Reference Calibration by Heat Flux Nullification

In addition, we performed calibration experiments based on nullification of the tip-sample heat flux. The idea of this calibration procedure is to adjust the temperature of the cantilever heater with respect to a known temperature of a reference sample until heat flux across the tip-sample contact becomes nullified and thermal equilibrium between the scanning probe heater and the hotplate is achieved. As temperature reference, we used a micro-hotplate from Kebaili Corporation (KMPH 100) calibrated by Raman thermometry (Fig. 2.12(b)).

As the hotplate material itself is not Raman active, silicon nanowires with a diameter of 80 nm were deposited on the hotplate surface. The hotplate was correspondingly calibrated directly from the temperature dependence of the Stokes first-order optical Raman shift of a nanowire in vacuum conditions. Here, mechanical strain effects are rather unlikely to interfere with a temperature induced shift of the Stokes peak. The Stokes peak position of the nanowire was observed to shift linearly with the electrical power dissipated in the hotplate. The slope of the Raman frequency shift versus power was found to be \(-0.22\text{cm}^{-1}\text{mW}^{-1}\). Assuming the slope of the Raman frequency shift versus temperature of silicon nanowires matches \(-0.022\text{cm}^{-1}\text{°C}^{-1}\) as previously reported [75], we determined the temperature dependence of the hotplate on the power dissipated to be \(10^4\text{K/W}\).

Knowing the temperature of the reference hotplate, the cantilever heater was calibrated by measuring the magnitude of the jump in the electrical signal \( \Delta V_{\text{amp}} \) upon tip-sample contact by approach curves similar to those illustrated in the chapter 1.3.1. The magnitude of the measured signal jump
upon tip-sample contact is proportional to the heat flux between the heater and the hotplate and thus to the temperature difference and the thermal contact resistance. The inset in Fig. 2.12(b) shows the tip-sample voltage jumps upon contact measured at different cantilever power as function of the hot plate temperature. As the MEMS hotplate could not be heated up to 600 °C (maximum of ~300 °C), we determined the temperature of thermal equilibrium between the cantilever heater and the hot plate by linear extrapolation of the voltage signal jumps, measured upon tip-sample contact for different heater temperatures, to zero heat flux, corresponding to the temperature where the scanning probe heater temperature equals the hot plate temperature. The extracted heater temperatures are plotted in Fig. 2.12(b) as function of the electrically calibrated heater temperature. By a linear fit, which corresponds to our assumption of a linear dependence of the heater temperature on the electrical power dissipated, we find a deviation between the two calibration methods of 12%. The hot plate calibration via the heat flux nullification method indicates that the electrical fix point calibration is valid within our estimated uncertainty.

In summary, we illustrated the calibration of the scanning probe by three different methods. All three approaches can be applied to determine the temperature of the cantilever within our estimated uncertainty of 20%. For scanning probe experiments presented in the following chapters, the electrical fix point calibration is the method of choice and needs to be performed for each individual cantilever sensor prior to experiments, to establish the relation between the electrical and thermal properties. In the following section of this chapter, we will study the noise-limited thermal resolution of our thermal microscope.

### 2.5 Noise Characterization and Thermal Resolution

The following studies were conducted in attempts to locate and minimize external disturbances such as 50 Hz interferences onto our measurement signals. At the same time they provide interesting insights into the fundamental noise limits of our thermal microscope. A quantitative noise characterization of only the scanning probe sensor is beyond the scope of this section. We rather aim to characterize the noise of our DC thermal signal acquisition, representative for our experimental conditions, which includes additional noise sources like the Wheatstone bridge, the differential amplifier and the ADwin input and outputs.

The thermal resolution of the microscope is ultimately limited by the electri-
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Figure 2.13: The scanning probe heat flux sensor
(a) Illustration of the scanning probe sensing principle, with a sensor heater exposed to a heat flux, separated from a thermal reservoir. (b) Resistance versus voltage dependence of the scanning probe sensor and the Wheatstone bridge

Cal noise inherent to the voltage signal measured across the scanning probe sensor. The scanning probe is a kind of microscopic heat flux sensor with a thermal resolution related to the properties of the silicon sensor/heater resistor. Achieving high thermal resolution requires a high thermal resistance $R_{Lev}$ of the sensor against its thermal reservoir (Fig. 2.13(a)) and precise measurement of the temperature change ($\Delta T$) of the heater/sensor. The heat flux $Q$ causing the temperature change, can be related to a tip-sample heat flux created in contact with a sample at a temperature different from the thermal reservoir or directly by self-heating of the sensor element in response to an applied sensing bias. The thermal resistance of the cantilever $R_{Lev}$ against the thermal reservoir is a fixed property of the scanning probe and related to its particular design. The temperature resolution, however, is not just related to the inherent properties of the scanning probe but also to our measurement circuitry, ultimately limited by the electrical noise.

In our measurements, we apply a constant voltage bias $V_{Tot}$ to the probe and infer changes in the sensor temperature from changes in the voltage bias measured across the scanning probe (see previous section). Fig. 2.13(b) shows the related change of the sensor resistance as function of the sensor temperature in comparison to the Wheatstone bridge equivalent resistance. The voltage at the differential amplifier input is sensitive to the intrinsic electrical noise of the cantilever sensor resistor ($R_{Lev}$) within the Wheatstone bridge, as well as to external noise sources, interfering with the measurement. To quantify the electrical noise in our measurements, we measured the noise associated voltage signal spectral density ($V_{SSD}$).
2.5. Noise Characterization and Thermal Resolution

Figure 2.14: Voltage signal spectral densities
(a) of the scanning probe sensor in the Wheatstone bridge in comparison to reference metal resistors
(b) of the self-heated scanning probe sensor at different temperatures.

Fig. 2.14 shows the $V_{SSD}$ measured at ambient temperature in comparison to metal test resistors, with the filter edge at 20 kHz to exclude signal aliasing. Note that the signal spectra are not obtained by a single measurement but by hundred averages. Averaging allows one to resolve the fundamental noise level of the signal more clearly as it leads to a smoothing of the signal spectrum.

The noise of the sensing voltage illustrated in Fig. 2.14 has different components, which could be categorized into intrinsic noise and extrinsic noise. The intrinsic noise is mainly defined by the Johnson noise inherent to any electrical resistor and related to the thermal fluctuations of the charges in the resistor. The voltage signal of the Johnson noise can be calculated as $V_{Johnson} = \sqrt{4k_BT}R$, where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the temperature and $R$ is the electrical resistance of the resistor [76]. If we consider the scanning probe cantilever resistance only, we estimate a fundamental Johnson noise of 4.4 nV/√Hz for a 1.2-kΩ resistor at ambient temperature. However, the scanning probe is placed in a Wheatstone bridge configuration and the additional resistors contribute to the measured noise. Assuming that the Wheatstone bridge (two 2 kΩ series resistor and two 1.2 kΩ) is balanced, the differential amplifier sees a resistance of 1.5 kΩ $(2 \times 2 \times 1.2/(2 + 1.2) \times kΩ$) corresponding to a slightly larger Johnson noise level of 4.9 nV/√Hz. Experimentally we observe a noise floor of 7.8 nV/√Hz. The offset is likely due to the input noise of the differential amplifier (Stanford SR 640), which has a nominal input noise of 6 nV/√Hz.
Apart from the intrinsic noise we observe discrete noise peaks, like those at 50 Hz and its higher harmonics, clearly related to extrinsic noise sources interfering with the measurement. Significant efforts were needed to minimize these 50 Hz-related noise peaks to about 100 nV/√Hz. The remaining noise interference, including peaks at higher frequencies, seems to be related to the earth ground of the instrument, which is a shared ground with all tools of the clean-room. Depending on time of day and the instrument operation, the peak magnitudes of 50 Hz-interferences can be observed to increase by up to one order of magnitude, without any changes in the measurement circuitry, indicating the dependence on the shared earth ground. A separate ground for the shielded laboratory is planed to be implemented in the future.

In order to estimate the temperature resolution in our measurements, we need to relate the $V_{SSD}$ to the equivalent temperature signal spectral density ($T_{SSD}$). The $T_{SSD}$ is related to the $V_{SSD}$ as

$$T_{SSD} = \frac{\partial T}{\partial R_{Lev}} \frac{\partial R_{Lev}}{\partial V_{Lev}} \times V_{SSD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

Equivalently, we can express Eq.2.2 as

$$T_{SSD} = \frac{V_{SSD}}{TCR} \frac{R_{series}V_{Tot}}{R_{Lev}(V_{Tot} - V_{Lev})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

Illustrating that the signal is a function of the applied voltage bias, the 2 kΩ series resistor in our Wheatstone bridge and the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of the bridge.

Based on eq. 2.3, strategies to increase the temperature resolution of a thermal scanning probe sensor can be inferred. Eq.2.3 illustrates that the $T_{SSD}$ decreases with increasing voltage bias applied to the scanning probe. In common resistance thermometers this approach is typically not considered as a high sensing bias leads to self-heating in the sensor, which has to be avoided in equilibrium thermometry. Since our measurements are not based on thermal equilibrium between the scanning probe and the sample but on heat flux measurements, intentional self-heating is used to enhance temperature resolution.

Apart from increasing of the voltage bias, using a sensor with a high electrical resistance and a high TCR appears beneficial. Both properties are inherent to the material and geometry of the silicon sensor element of our scanning probe. The TCR of the equivalent resistance of the balanced Wheatstone bridge can be directly calculated from the resistance versus temperature dependence of the scanning probe, determined by the electrical fix-point calibration introduced in the previous section.
2.5. Noise Characterization and Thermal Resolution

Figure 2.15: (a) Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) as a function of the sensor temperature and (b) equivalent temperature signal spectral density (TSSD) associated to the temperature noise in the scanning probe signal with time showing drift and change in noise rms (correlates to 1/f)

Fig. 2.15 shows the TCR as a function of the sensor temperature. The TCR initially increases nearly linearly with temperature reaching a maximum of \( \sim 2.5 \, (mK^{-1}) \) followed by a decay, crossing a TCR=0 at the maximum resistance in Fig. 2.13(b). Considering only the TCR, one might conclude that the optimal temperature resolution of the thermal scanning probe is at a temperature of about 415 °C. However, the TCR is not to be confused with the temperature resolution of the scanning probe, which also depends on the electrical noise in the sensing voltage needed to quantify the electrical resistance of the sensor.

Predicting the temperature resolution of the sensor as function of the sensor temperature requires a temperature dependent analysis of the \( V_{SSD} \). The voltage sensing bias has a temperature dependent noise that counteracts the benefits of the TCR initially increasing with temperature. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.14(b). We observe a strong increase of the low frequency noise. All noise sources contributing to this low frequency noise are collectively summarized as 1/f noise, as the noise scaled as power spectral density is inversely proportional to frequency. While the Johnson noise could be approximated, the 1/f noise is difficult to predict. One approach to estimate the low frequency noise is suggested by Hooge, who relates the 1/f-noise signal to the number of charge carriers in the resistor as

\[
V_{Hooge} = V_{Lev} \times \sqrt{\alpha/(Nf)}
\]  

(2.4)
with $\alpha$ being the Hooge factor (on the order of $10^{-5}$ and $N$ the carrier density in the silicon sensor [76]. Eq. 2.4 indicates that Hooge noise is only relevant when a voltage bias is applied to the sensor and expected to increase with increasing bias. Additionally, the trapping and detrapping of charge carriers has been suggested to contribute to the $1/f$ noise, leading to resistance fluctuations [76]. Fig. 2.14(b) illustrates the increase in low frequency noise by orders of magnitude. Combining the observed trends of the TCR and the temperature dependent $V_{SSD}$ measurements, we can understand the temperature dependence of the temperature equivalent noise signals ($T_{SSD}$) shown in Fig. 2.15(b). The $T_{SSD}$ illustrates that the temperature noise initially decreases with temperature, indicated by the red-dotted arrow in Fig. 2.15(b). However, for higher temperatures the noise starts to increase in the lower frequency range with a turn-around point dependent on the frequency. If we consider, for example, the curve corresponding to a heater temperature of 458 °C, we find that the temperature noise at frequencies up to 1 kHz is enhanced due to the increasing $1/f$ noise, corresponding to the significant temperature-dependent drifts of the scanning probe resistance typically observed at high temperatures. However, at higher frequencies we observe a reduction of the temperature noise, reflecting the competition between the increasing TCR and the increasing voltage noise. Although the voltage noise at 458 °C is significantly larger than at lower temperatures over the entire frequency range (see Fig. 2.14(b)), the temperature-dependence of the TCR leads to a minimum in the temperature noise that can be approached at high frequencies, requiring a high total measurement bandwidth.

![Figure 2.16: Temperature noise and heat flux noise](image)

(a) Temperature noise estimated for a 10 kHz frequency in a 100 nm bandwidth as function of the sensor temperature, (b) heat flux resolution as function of thermal resistance, indicating the expected minimal heat flux that can be detected by the cantilever and across the tip-sample contact.
2.5. Noise Characterization and Thermal Resolution

At a frequency of 10 kHz, a typical excitation frequency used in our lock-in thermometry measurements presented in chapters 4 and 5, we observe a temperature signal noise floor of $19 \mu K/\sqrt{Hz}$. To estimate the temperature noise equivalent to our DC measurements, we would need to integrate the noise signal over the entire relevant frequency from about 1 to 10 kHz. However, in our thermometry measurements, we reduce the bandwidth to about 100 Hz using a lock-in amplifier. Exemplary, we will estimate here the temperature resolution at 10 kHz in a 100 Hz bandwidth as

$$T_{\text{noise}} = T_{\text{SSD}}(10 \text{kHz}) \times \sqrt{100 \text{Hz}},$$

as representative for our thermometry measurements, which corresponds to a temperature resolution of the sensor of $T_{\text{res}} = 190 \mu K$. Note, that this temperature resolution is a function of the sensor temperature. Fig.2.16(a) illustrates that the temperature resolution is in a sub-mK regime for a broad temperature range from about 100 to 500°C for the particular frequency and bandwidth. Fig.2.16(a) directly illustrates that intentional self-heating of the scanning probe sensor to a temperature of about 400°C is beneficial to optimize the temperature resolution.

Apart from the temperature resolution we are interested to estimate a heat flux resolution of our scanning probe ($Q_{\text{res}} = T_{\text{res}}/R_{\text{Lev}}$), which depends on the thermal resistance of the cantilever against its thermal reservoir. Considering a typical thermal resistance of the cantilever of $2 \times 10^5$ K/W, we expect that a heat flux as small as 1 nW can be resolved in a bandwidth of 100 Hz (see Fig. 2.16(b)). The thermal resistance of the tip-sample contact is approximately three orders of magnitude larger, indicating a heat flux noise of 1 pW for a $2 \times 10^8$ K/W tip-sample thermal resistance. We will experimentally demonstrate heat flux measurements approaching this picoWatt regime in chapter 4 of the thesis.

In numerous experiments we are interested to sensitively probe variations of tip-sample thermal conductance, like in the experiments presented in the next chapter on graphene. The thermal conductance resolution is related to the heat flux and the equivalent thermal conductance noise can be estimated as

$$G = Q_{\text{res}}/(T_{\text{heater}} - T_{\text{ambient}}).$$

This indicates that the conductance noise gets minimized with increasing temperature bias between the scanning probe and the sample. Based on Fig.2.16(a), we can conclude that the heater temperature can be increase to about (100-500)°C without significant reduction of the temperature resolution and consequently the heat flux resolution. Accordingly, thermal conductance or resistance measurements as those presented in the next chapter are preferentially to be performed at a temperature of about 400°C. Assuming a 1 nW heat flux resolution of the scanning probe cantilever and a temperature bias of 400°C between the scanning probe heater and the sample we can estimate an equivalent thermal conductance noise of 2.5 pW/K. Such a conductance
resolution would be sufficient to probe thermal transport across individual molecules. A temperature difference of $400^\circ\text{C}$ across a molecule would be a rather large. Still, a stable measurement arrangement can be expected as long as the molecular is well coupled to a substrate. A significant heat flow across the molecule is not expected, due to the large thermal resistance of the atomic sized contacts. An atomic contact is expected to have only a thermal conductance of $0.6\,\text{nW/K}$, corresponding to the thermal conductance quantum at $400^\circ\text{C}$. Experimentally, we already demonstrated thermal conductance studies across self-assembled monolayers [77] and in chapter 3 we will present thermal transport measurements across individual graphene layers.

Our discussion indicates the fundamental limits for our thermal measurements related to the intrinsic properties of our silicon scanning probe and our measurement circuitry. Approaching this intrinsic noise limit in experiments is challenging. In chapters 4 and 5, we will present experimental results approaching the thermal resolution limits estimated in this section, while those measurements presented in the next chapter illustrate the achievable thermal resistance resolution in a DC scanning probe measurement at higher bandwidth.
2.6 Conclusions

In summary, we reported on the design and the construction of a new high-vacuum scanning thermal microscope. We illustrated and described all key-components of the instrument such as the optical beam deflection detection, the scanning probe head and the sample stage. The major principles of the instrument control and the data acquisition were introduced. Furthermore, we presented different experiments for calibration of the resistive silicon scanning probes, of which the electrical fix-point-calibration was identified as the method of choice. Calibration of each scanning probe is required prior to experiments to establish the relation between the electrical and thermal properties of the sensor resistor.

Finally, we characterized the electrical noise of the thermal data acquisition. We measured a voltage signal noise floor of $7.8 \text{nV}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$, which is within a factor of two of the estimated fundamental Johnson noise limit of the instrument. We related the measured electrical noise to an equivalent temperature signal noise level of about $40 \mu K/\sqrt{\text{(Hz)}}$ at a sensor temperature of about $400^\circ C$, a typical temperature used in our experiments. Assuming typical measurement conditions for thermometry experiments, we estimated a sub-mK temperature resolution of the scanning probe for experiments at $10 \text{kHz}$ in a $100 \text{ Hz}$ bandwidth, corresponding to pico-Watt per Kelvin conductance sensitivity. By further reduction of the bandwidth, which is however difficult to combine with scanning mode operation of the microscope, we approach thermal resolution limits equaling those of the best reported resistance thermometers used in nanocalorimetry measurements[78]. In contrast to our microscope, such instruments have no spatially resolved imaging capability.

Based on the noise characterization and the thermal resolution estimation, we expect an outstanding performance of the microscope in experiments. In the following chapters we show a variety of experiments, where the instrument is used to study thermal transport across individual atomic layers, self-heating of metal interconnects and local electro-thermal processes in nanowire devices. These experimental studies will directly illustrate the performance of the instrument.
In this chapter, we use the heated tip of a scanning thermal microscope cantilever to study thermal transport across graphene layers. We probe heat dissipation into sheets of different thickness, on both high and low conductive substrates. Our studies reveal a competition between interface-related suppression and spreading assisted enhancement of heat dissipation as a function of graphene layer thickness. A significant advance of our work is the quantification of thermal resistance modulations down to sub-10 nm lateral thermal resolution with sensitivity for the individual atomic layers. Our experiments provide deeper insights into the fundamentals of heat dissipation across graphene in nanoscopic contacts, graphene’s potential as an atomically thin heat spreader and the high-performance of our scanning thermal microscope.
3.1 An Atomic Sheet for Heat Spreading

Recently, the integration of graphene heat spreaders was suggested to promote heat removal in nanoelectronics [79–82]. This application of graphene is motivated by an increasing relevance of local self-heating on nanoscale devices and numerous publications on the thermal conductivity [83, 84] of graphene, which holds the world-record. Impressive conductivities of up to \( \sim 5000 \text{ W/(mK)} \) [83] may suggest its suitability for heat removal. However, because graphenes thermal conductivities strongly depend on the size [85–88], the direction [89] and in particular on the configuration (e.g. suspended [83], supported [90] or encased [87]), one may question whether atomic sheets of carbon are generally suited as a heat spreader. Fig. 3.1 provides an overview of thermal conductivities of graphenes in dependence of the heat flow direction (in-plane versus cross-plane). Note that the term graphenes is used to describe single to few-layers of graphite sheets (~1-10 layers).

![Graphene Thermal Conductivities](image)

**Figure 3.1: Overview about in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities of graphenes**

The color trend in the bars represents the overall thickness dependence of thermal conductivity for each particular case. The in-plane-thermal conductivities correspond to experimental values, reported in a review article by Pop et al. [91]. For the cross-plane direction only the graphite value corresponds to an experimental value [84], while the other two bars correspond to predictions of graphenes cross-plane conductivities based on a molecular dynamic simulation [92] and an approximation based on the Debye model [93].

One can immediately realize an enormous diversity in graphenes thermal conductivities spanning six orders of magnitude. This variety is important to note as in most potential device structures, graphenes are embedded...
into or at least supported by some adjacent material that strongly affects graphenes intrinsic thermal transport properties. Nearby materials cannot only affect the absolute conductivity but also the thickness dependent trend of thermal conductivity can reverse in response to extrinsic effects. We refrain in this introduction from a further discussion of graphenes thermal conductivities, but refer to comprehensive reviews by Balandin[84], Pop et al.[91] and Sadeghi et al.[94], highlighting that the thermal conductivity of a material, in this case graphite, is not an intrinsic property but size dependent. Accordingly, the bulk thermal conductivity is hardly suited to predict the thermal transport property of a nanostructure without detailed structural information.

In fact, the technical realization of graphene heat spreaders is likely to require not only detailed knowledge of the intrinsic thermal properties of graphenes, but also a fundamental understanding of heat dissipation from nanoscopic contacts. A weak thermal coupling between a hot spot and a graphene heat spreader may turn out as a fundamental bottleneck for the predicted applications. Well-established experimental techniques to characterize graphenes thermal transport properties, either optically (e.g by Raman spectroscopy[95], time-domain thermoreflectance[96]) or electrically (e.g., by microscopic heater bridge[97], 3-omega configurations[87]) do not provide the spatial resolution to resolve heat dissipation down to the range of single nanometers. This is in particular problematic as on this length scale interface effects and quasi-ballistic transport properties dominate the superior intrinsic thermal conductivities of graphene sheets, ultimately limiting the development of potential applications.

Consequently, the need to study thermal transport properties with high spatial resolution, as well as the potential application of graphene in heat removal, motivate the investigation of graphene structures by scanning thermal microscopy. In this chapter, we are not aiming to quantify thermal conductivity of graphene sheets by scanning thermal microscopy, adding a further data point to Fig.3.1, but we rather aim to study the yet unexplored dissipation of heat into graphene from nanoscopic heat sources. SThM provides the spatial resolution needed to gain insights about graphenes quasi-ballistic thermal transport properties[19, 55], which gains significance as the size of a hot spot is reduced to a size smaller than the actual phonon mean free path (mfp) of its surrounding. Interestingly, the tip of our resistive scanning probe can be used beyond direct visualization of local hot spots and temperature fields[27], also to act as nanoscale heat source. This is advantageous for understanding the fundamentals of heat dissipation across nanoscopic contacts[53], in particular across graphene. The hot tip apex forms contacts on the order of nanometers, essentially acting as variable hot spots. Since the hot contact can be moved to different locations, heat dissipation can be di-
rectly studied as a function of different parameters, such as the thickness of a graphene layer or the properties of a supporting substrate, e.g., roughness or material composition. While the ability for spatially resolved heat transfer studies in correlation to individual atomic layers is certainly promising for the further development of thermal nanoscience and engineering, it poses a challenge to the technique of SThM, and qualifies as a first test for the performance of our scanning thermal microscope.

### 3.2 Thermal Transport into Graphene on Silicon Dioxide

First, we studied thickness-dependent thermal transport modulations into graphene adsorbed on silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) [55]. Graphene flakes were prepared by mechanical exfoliation on a silicon wafer with 300 nm of silicon oxide.

![Figure 3.2: Identification of graphene layers on SiO$_2$](image)

An optical microscopy image of the graphene flakes studied is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Optical microscopy is sufficient for screening large wafer areas for potential graphene flakes after the fabrication process. Nevertheless, the direct identification of absolute layer thickness can be challenging, either because of vanishing optical contrast or the small flake size. We verified the number of graphene sheets as depicted in the following studies by Raman spectroscopy, which allows identification of the layer thickness [98]. The...
measurements were conducted using a LabRam HR Raman microscope from Horiba with a 633 nm laser in collaboration with E. Lörtscher. The results shown in Fig.3.2(b), reveal the different layer thicknesses by changes of the characteristic shape, position, and intensity of the Raman G and 2D bands. While the single-layer graphene can be easily identified by the unique symmetric shape of its 2D band, it broadens and blue-shifts as the thickness of the graphene is increased. At the same time, the intensity of the G band increases linearly with layer thickness, as shown in Fig.3.2(b). Details on the identification of the graphene layer thickness by Raman spectroscopy can be found in previous reports [98].

Fig. 3.3(a) shows a thermal image of the graphene flakes on SiO2 as measured
in the region depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). The tip was raster-scanned in contact mode, with a heater temperature of \( \sim 770^\circ C \) and the sample at ambient temperature \( (T_{RT} = 20^\circ C) \). The signal, scaled as a variation of the tip-sample thermal resistance, clearly correlates with the number of graphene layers. The brightest region corresponds to a single atomic layer, exhibiting the highest thermal resistance. With increasing number of graphene sheets the resistance decreases, dropping below the thermal resistance on bare silicon oxide for more than three layers. This can be inferred from the histogram plots in Fig. 3.3(b), which shows the image pixel counts versus thermal resistance for the entire image as well as for the different layer regions identified in Fig. 3.3(a). The thermal resistance profile in Fig. 3.3(c) reveals that silicon oxide and three layers of graphene have nearly the same thermal resistance. The thermal resistance profile corresponds to the location indicted by the line in Fig. 3.3(a) and slightly extends outside of the scan range of the presented image. Interestingly, the signal variation on the graphene sheets are smaller compared to those on the bare SiO\(_2\), which indicates damping of the underlying surface roughness that may also relate to the thermal resistance measured by the thermal scanning probe.

At higher spatial resolution, we can observe wrinkles and nanoscopic thermal resistance variations, like those shown in Fig. 3.3(d). The thermal contrast at wrinkles appears to be dominated by the topography related change in the tip-sample contact geometry, rather than a local variation of the thermal coupling strength between the graphene sheet and the underlying substrate. Local inhomogeneities in thermal resistance within individual sheets of constant thickness may be related to the roughness of the underlying substrate and/or adsorbates, modifying the tip-graphene interaction respectively the graphene-substrate thermal interface resistance. Previous scanning probe studies have shown that hydrocarbons and water adsorbates are frequently present on the surface of graphene [99]. While the origin of these local signal variations remains unclear it is interesting to note this qualitative observation as it indicates sufficient sensitivity of our scanning thermal microscope to study thermal transport variations even beyond the identification of individual atomic layers [77].

Given the experimental data of Fig. 3.3, we aim to further investigate the thickness dependence of the thermal resistance across graphene. Qualitatively, we can understand the observed trend by first considering the case of the tip being in contact with the SiO\(_2\) substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a). A more quantitative interpretation and justification of the diffusive thermal transport picture illustrated in Fig. 3.4 follows in the next section. The tip-sample thermal resistance depends on the thermal resistance of the tip \( (R_{tip}) \), the thermal interface resistance \( (R_{int}) \), and the thermal resistance of the substrate \( (R_{spr}) \). As a graphene sheet enters the heat flow path (see
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The heater temperature ($T_{\text{heater}}$) is fixed at 20°C. The ambient temperature ($T_{\text{ambient}}$) is 20°C. The spreading resistance ($R_{\text{spr}}$) and the thermal interface resistance ($R_{\text{int}}$) are expected to vary. Experimentally, we observe a resistance increase from $(6.73 \pm 0.08) \times 10^7$ K/W on bare SiO$_2$ to $(7.09 \pm 0.06) \times 10^7$ K/W with a single graphene layer (SLG). Considering graphene as higher conductive layer on top of a lower conductive, amorphous oxide, the resistance increase must be related to the newly formed interfaces at the top and bottom of the SLG, acting as phonon-scattering sites within the conduction path. This resistance increase may be surprising, considering the reported high in-plane thermal conductivity ($\sim 600$ W/(mK)) of graphene on silicon oxide. It indicates that heat dissipation by potentially enhanced lateral spreading within the graphene sheet is poor when taking into account the additional resistances of the newly formed interfaces.

This is a key experimental observation of this work. The single atomic layer blocks heat dissipation from the nanoscopic contact formed by the hot tip. The graphene sheet acts as a thermal barrier instead of promoting heat removal. At the same time, our experiments reveal a continuous decrease of thermal resistance with increasing thickness of the graphene sheet. While the absolute thickness to promote heat removal may depend on the size of the hot contact (see discussion in the next section), the observed trend of decreasing thermal resistance with increasing layer thickness appears as universal feature indicating the potential of few-layer graphene as an ultimately scaled heat spreader.

**Figure 3.4: Measurement Geometry**

Schematic of the nanoscopic tip-sample contact (a) without and (b) with graphene layers. The heat flux is modulated by variations in the thermal spreading resistance ($R_{\text{spr}}$) and the thermal interface resistance ($R_{\text{int}}$), while the resistance of the tip ($R_{\text{tip}}$) is constant.
3.3 An Analytical Model of Heat Spreading into Graphene

Next we rationalize our results independently of the particular tip used for the experiments by relating the experimentally observed trend of thickness-dependent thermal transport to an analytical model of heat spreading. We aim for an intuitive description of the observed thickness-dependence and a simple model to predict heat dissipation from nanoscopic hot spots. First, we will justify the choice of a diffusive transport model for further analysis as this is a strong assumption considering the nanoscopic scales in our experiment.

Within the amorphous SiO$_2$ substrate (nominal thermal conductivity of $\kappa_{\text{SiO}_2}=1.4$ W/mK), we can safely describe heat conduction as diffusive as the estimated size of the tip-sample contact ($a=(12.5\pm2.5)$ nm) is more than one order of magnitude larger than the average phonon mfp of SiO$_2$ ($\sim0.5$ nm). Within the graphene layer, a diffusive description of thermal transport may become less valid as our experiment is sensitive to both, in-plane and cross-plane properties. A diffusive transport model appears useful for the cross-plane direction, where thermal conductance has been predicted to scale as $G_c \propto t_0^{-1}$, with $t_0$ being the thickness of the graphene layer [92]. This proportionality is typical for diffusive transport (Fourier’s law), indicating that the majority of heat carrying phonons gets scattered between the weakly van-der-Waals-coupled sheets.

For the in-plane direction, strong dependencies of thermal transport on extrinsic scattering mechanism are reported. While suspended graphene sheets show highly ballistic transport properties, a cross-over from ballistic to diffusive heat flow regime has been observed for supported graphene nanoribbons [88]. Boundaries and adjacent materials such as the SiO$_2$ substrate or the tip contact in our experiments can act as phonon-scattering sites that strongly suppress heat conduction in the in-plane direction of graphene. Considering these extrinsic effects on graphene’s intrinsically high in-plane thermal conductivity we expect the dominant in-plane phonon mfp to be on the order of the heated contact length between our scanning probe tip and the sample. This estimation is supported by the absence of both a thermal resistance increase towards edges of the graphene flakes and a measurable flake size dependence of thermal resistance in our experiments. Taking these considerations into account, we apply a diffusive heat-spreading model for the qualitative explanation of our experimental observations.

To this end, we consider the tip-sample thermal resistance $R_{ts}$ between our heated tip and the sample as the sum of several resistances (see illustration
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in Fig. 4.5) and we define

$$R_{ts}(n) = R_{tip} + R_{int} + R_{spr}(n).$$

The unknown resistance of the tip ($R_{tip}$) is expected to be independent of the layer number ($n$) and is used as fitting parameter in the further analysis. The thermal interface resistance, ($R_{int}$), between the tip (covered by a native oxide shell) and the graphene layers is assumed as constant since the thermal interface resistivity of the graphene/SiO$_2$ contact has been reported as independent of ($n$)\[100\], and the size of the contact does not significantly change during one scan. We estimated $R_{int} = 2 \times 10^7$ K/W using a typically reported thermal interface resistivity of $r_{intG} = 1 \times 10^{-8}$ (m$^2$K)/W for graphene/SiO$_2$ contacts, as values ranging from $5.1 \times 10^{-9}$ (m$^2$K)/W to $4 \times 10^{-8}$ (m$^2$K)/W \[88, 90\] haven been reported. Uncertainties in this value are included in the fitting parameter ($R_{tip}$).

This attributes the experimentally observed thermal resistance variations to a thickness-dependence of heat spreading within a structure consisting of the thermally orthotropic graphene layer separated by an interface from the amorphous SiO$_2$ substrate (see Fig. 4.6). To describe the heat spread-

![Figure 3.5: Schematic of the geometrical transformation approach](image)

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the geometrical transformation approach
to scale an orthotropic graphene/SiO$_2$ structure into an isotropic structure with effective thermal conductivity and thickness of the layer by conductivity and thickness transformation.

...
perfect thermal contact with the SiO\textsubscript{2} substrate. Here, we approximate the graphene-SiO\textsubscript{2} structure, consisting of an orthotropic layer separated by an interface from an isotropic substrate to a fully isotropic system by performing thickness and conductivity transformations of the thermal conductivity and the physical thickness of the layer as derived by Muzychka\cite{102} and including the thermal interface resistance between the layer and the SiO\textsubscript{2} substrate as additional effective thickness.

\begin{align}
    k_{\text{eff}}(n) &= \sqrt{k_i(n) \times k_c(n)} \tag{3.2} \\
    t_{\text{eff}} &= n \times t_o \sqrt{k_i/k_c + r_{\text{intG}}} \kappa_{\text{eff}}(n) \tag{3.3}
\end{align}

express the effective thermal conductivities \(k_{\text{eff}}(n)\) and the thicknesses \(t_{\text{eff}}(n)\) in terms of layer-number-dependent \((n)\) in-plane \((k_i(n))\) and cross-plane \((k_c(n))\) thermal conductivities.

Fig. 4.9 provides an overview of the layer-number-dependent trend in effective thermal conductivity and thickness for different combinations of \((k_i(n))\) and \((k_c(n))\). For \((k_i(n))\) and \((k_c(n))\) we used values previously reported in literature\cite{87, 90, 92, 93}. The calculated effective thermal conductivities of the isotropic equivalent layers range from \(\sim 1-10\) W/(mK) and are orders of magnitude smaller than the high in-plane thermal conductivities of the graphene layers. In contrast, the effective thickness of the isotropic equivalent layer is orders of magnitude larger than the physical thickness of the

---

**Figure 3.6: Effective (isotropic) thermal conductivities and thicknesses vs. the physical graphene layer thickness**

for different in-plane and cross-plane conductivity combinations. The effective thickness includes the effective thickness of the SiO\textsubscript{2}/graphene interface. (A=[87, 93], B=[90, 92], C=[90, 93], D=[87, 92])

---
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graphene’s of just a few atoms.

In all cases investigated, we observe an increasing trend of effective thermal conductivity with increasing \( n \), and values larger than those of the underlying substrate, which is consistent with the picture of a higher conductive layer on top of a lower conductive substrate. Next, we extend an analytical approximate solution derived by Dryden[101], describing the spreading of heat from a circular heat source into an isotropic structure consisting of a high conductive layer on a low conductive substrate, to our experimental configuration. As the effective film thicknesses are significantly larger than the contact radius of our heat source we use the analytical thick-film approximation derived by Dryden to calculate thermal spreading resistances in comparison to our experimental data. Use of the thick-film approximation may not be intuitive considering the small physical thickness of the graphene films but is a direct consequence of the extreme anisotropy of the graphene layer. For effectively thick layers \( 2 < t_{eff}/a < \infty \), Dryden [101] derived an analytical expression for the thermal spreading resistance within 1% error of the full numerical solution as

\[
R_{spr}(n) = \frac{1}{4ak_{eff}(n)} \left( 1 - \frac{2a}{\pi t_{eff}(n)} \log \left[ \frac{2}{1 + \frac{k_{eff}(n)}{k_{SiO2}}} \right] \right),
\]

(3.4)

where the first term is due to the constriction resistance within the layer and the second term is a correction for the relative layer thickness and conductivity ratio between the graphene film and the SiO\(_2\) substrate. Following this approach, we calculate tip-sample thermal resistances \( R_{ts} \) using the unknown \( R_{tip} \) as fit parameter, a constant tip-graphene thermal interface resistance of \( R_{nt}=2\times10^7 \) K/W and spreading thermal resistances calculated according to Eq.3.4 for different combination of \( (\kappa_i) \) and \( (\kappa_c) \) illustrated in Fig.3.1 (see exact values used in the following text). Although there is a significant temperature drop across the heat-spreading volume beneath our heated contact we neglect any temperature dependence of \( (\kappa_i) \) and \( (\kappa_c) \) in our analysis, as the effect is small compared to the systematic error in our measurement and model.

Fig.3.7(a) shows the mean thermal resistances and corresponding standard deviations of the thermal resistance measurements in Fig.3.3(a) as function of the physical graphene thickness. The thermal resistance decreases nearly linearly with increasing number of graphene layers. Note that the linear fit is a guide to the eye and a saturation of thermal resistance is expected for thicker graphene layers finally approaching the thermal spreading resistance of graphite. In comparison to our experimental results, we plotted thermal resistances as calculated by our analytical model starting from layer number
two. For a single layer of graphene, the model cannot be applied as $\kappa_c$ of a single atomic layer is not defined. The comparison demonstrates, a qualitative agreement between the model and our experimental results, indicating that the resistance decreases indeed because of $\kappa_{\text{eff}} > \kappa_{\text{SiO}_2}$ with increasing layer thickness. Considering additionally the increasing trends for $\kappa_i(n)$ and $\kappa_c(n)$ with increasing $(n)$, a thermal resistance reduction with thickness is expected by both the geometrical scaling of the layer as well as by the effective thermal conductivity increase.

The tip-sample thermal resistances calculated with $\kappa_c(n)$ from Debye approximation (0.003-0.013 W/(mK))\textsuperscript{93} tend to overestimate the thickness dependence, in combination with $\kappa_i(n)$ reported for both encased (186-240 W/(mK))\textsuperscript{87} and supported (720-850 W/(mK))\textsuperscript{90} graphene flakes. In contrast, the $\kappa_c(n)$ predicted based on molecular dynamic simulations (0.06-0.09 W/(mK))\textsuperscript{92} is leading to an underestimation compared to the experimental trend, but still with a slightly better fit. These discrepancies may be due to the fact that reported thermal conductivities do not reflect the actual values in our nanoscopic contact where graphene is exposed to strong size and scattering effects. It is not clear which of those previously reported thermal conductivities are best suited to describe the thermal conductivi-
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**Figure 3.7: Comparison between the experimental data and the model prediction**

(a) Thermal resistance vs. graphene thickness in comparison to our model prediction based on different in-plane and cross-plane conductivities reported in literature, with $A=$\textsuperscript{87,93}, $B=$\textsuperscript{90,92}, $C=$\textsuperscript{90,93} and $D=$\textsuperscript{87,92}

(b) Thermal resistance as function of the heat source radius for the case of three graphene layers with $\kappa_{\text{eff}}=3.38$ W/(mK) and $t_{\text{eff}}=93.9$ nm, disentangled for the different resistances involved.
ties in our measurement configuration as so far no experimental or theoretical values have been reported for a nanoscopic hot tip in contact with a graphene/SiO$_2$ structure.

The validity of our analysis is further supported by the fact that the resulting fitting parameters $R_{\text{tip}}$ for each of the combinations of $k_i$ and $k_c$ are 5.9, 6.5, 5.0 and $6.2 \times 10^7$ (K/W), are consistently in the range of what is expected from previous studies using resistively heated silicon scanning probes comparable to those in our experiment [27].

The analysis indicates that even for nanoscopic hot spots heat dissipation can be consistently explained within a diffusive thermal spreading model, as long as the phonon mfp of the surrounding material is smaller than the heater size. As our model allows predicting heat dissipation from nanoscopic hot spots we may extrapolate to thermal resistances of hot spots different from those of the actual tip-sample contact size in our experiments. This may prove valuable for the design of atomically thin graphene heat spreaders. Fig. 4.10(b) shows the thermal resistance as function of the heater size radius for the case of three graphene layers with $\kappa_{\text{eff}} = 3.38$ W/(mK) and $t_{\text{eff}} = 93.9$ nm, divided into the individual contributions of the interface and the spreading resistances. One can immediately predict that for small contacts, in this example for heater size radii smaller $\sim 40$ nm, the tip-graphene thermal interface resistance dominates the overall heat dissipation across the tip-sample contact.

To summarize this discussion, we may repeat the assumptions inherent to our simple analytical model: We assumed (i) diffusive transport within the graphene and the SiO$_2$ substrate, (ii) validity of the continuum-theory-based equation derived by Dryden even for atomically thin layers, (iii) the validity of the anisotropy equation derived by Myzychka even under these extreme anisotropies, (iv) isothermal temperature at the heat source, (v) approximation of the interface resistance between the graphene and SiO$_2$ as an additional increase of effective layer thickness, and (vi) negligible temperature dependence of the material properties for the temperature drop across the graphene.

While these assumptions can be made for the case of the SiO$_2$ substrate, leading to results in agreement with our experimentally observed trends, diffusive transport on this length scale is more questionable in the following studies on heat dissipation into graphene on a single-crystal silicon carbide (SiC) substrate. Therefore, we refrain from applying the model to the experimental results presented in the next section.
3.4 Thermal Identification of Graphene Flakes on Silicon Carbide

Complementary to previous studies on the graphene/SiO$_2$ structure, we investigated thermal transport into graphene on SiC. This is particularly interesting as it may provide further insights into a substrate dependence of heat dissipation into graphene. The single-crystalline SiC has a bulk thermal conductivity of $\sim$370 W/(mK), two orders of magnitude larger than that of amorphous SiO$_2$. Considering the small effective thermal conductivity of graphene, as derived in the previous section, we are now probing a system consisting of a lower conductive layer on a higher conductive substrate.

The graphene/SiC sample investigated was fabricated by C. Dimitrakopoulos [103]. The sample has a complicated surface morphology with numerous steps and pits, making identification of graphene layers challenging. Identification of graphene was based on a combination of knowledge about the surface morphology, the surface graphitization process and the phase contrast between graphene regions and SiC as observed in tapping mode AFM. It is also known from preliminary experiments reported by Menges (Master thesis) that graphene can be thermally distinguished from the regions of carbon-enriched SiC using SThM. Here, we aim to demonstrate thermal identification of graphene layers of different thickness at high lateral thermal resolution.

The SiC surface is beneficial for our goal to achieve high spatial resolution, as it provides higher tip-wear stability than the rough SiO$_2$ substrate. Additionally, we used a sharper tip, with an initial tip apex radius of $r \sim (4 \pm 1)$ nm, as determined from a SEM micrograph. The related tip-sample contact size is now smaller and the thermal conductivity of the substrate is higher than in previous experiments on SiO$_2$, hence we expect to investigate thermal transport in a quasi-ballistic regime. While the small size of the contact is beneficial for achieving high spatial resolution, it poses an additional challenge for our measurements, as the tip-sample heat flux is less than that in the experiments on SiO$_2$.

Despite the different substrates and the corresponding two orders of magnitude difference in mfp, we observe a similar thickness-dependent modulation in tip-sample thermal resistance as observed on SiO$_2$. Fig. 4.8(a),(b) show the topography and the corresponding thermal resistance image of a SiC wafer partially covered by single and bilayer graphene. The surface topography was measured by the heated scanning probe at ambient pressure. Under these conditions the surface morphology of the SiC crystal surface is resolved using the strong distance dependence of gas mediated thermal conduction between the heated scanning probe and the sample. The can-
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Figure 3.8: Thermal resistance measurements on the graphene/SiC structure
(a) Topography image of the graphitized SiC surface in correlation to (b) the thermal resistance image of the same region with the SiC buffer layer (C-SiC), bi-layer graphene (BLG) and single layer graphene (SLG),(c) tip-sample approach curve under ambient pressure and (d) high-vacuum conditions illustrating the different character of the signal acquired by the scanning probe as function gas pressure.
Mapping Thermal Resistance Modulations across Graphenes

tilever raw signal was scaled to height variations using the derivative of the cantilever voltage drop versus the piezo-displacement directly before contact as scaling factor. The optical beam deflection detection, described in chapter 2.2 was not yet implemented during these experiments.

In contrast, Fig. 4.8(b) shows the same sample region studied in vacuum clearly revealing modulations of the tip-sample thermal resistance in correlation with the graphene coverage. The overall thermal resistances are significantly higher than those measured on the SiO$_2$ structure, which can mainly be attributed to the decrease in tip-sample contact area (sharper tip).

Again, thermal resistance increases when moving from the substrate (dark region) to a graphene region, followed by a decrease from $5.6 \times 10^8$ K/W on the single layer to $5.4 \times 10^8$ K/W on the bilayer graphene.

This trend may be surprising, considering the high bulk thermal conductivity of the single-crystalline SiC substrate in comparison to the estimated effective thermal conductivities of graphene. By considering a structure consisting of a lower conductive layer on top of a higher conductive substrate and a diffusive transport picture, one expects an increasing thermal resistance with increasing layer thickness. This clearly contradicts our experimental observation and is attributed to a transition from diffusive to ballistically dominated transport between the experiments on amorphous SiO$_2$ and those on crystalline SiC. As the mfp of the underlying SiC is well above the size of the heated contact, transport becomes strongly interface dominated and the simple analytical heat spreading model introduced in the previous section cannot be applied. Consistently, we find a decrease in thermal resistance from single to bilayer graphene of $2 \times 10^7$ K/W. More importantly, our scanning thermal microscope achieves sufficient sensitivity to identify graphene layers of different thicknesses despite the significantly smaller thermal contact and high thermal conductivity of the underlying substrate. With respect to the performance of our scanning thermal microscope, we will next discuss the lateral resolution of our measurements as this is a unique feature of our experiments.

### 3.5 Lateral Thermal Resolution and Topography Artifacts

The combination of high lateral thermal resolution and sensitivity in experiments on SiC can be attributed to the efforts reported in chapter 2. The partially graphitized SiC sample is well suited to test the spatial thermal resolution of a SThM system as material contrast can be observed with nearly zero topography variation.

Fig. 4.11 shows the cross-sectional profiles of the topography and thermal
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Figure 3.9: Topography and thermal resistance profiles, obtained from the regions depicted as A and B in Fig. 4.8, in correlation to a cross-sectional schematic of the sample, indicating the variation of graphene layer thickness at zero-height variation.

The consequences of such a crosstalk between the topography and the thermal resistance signal can even be observed at the ∼1 nm height steps in the profiles of Fig. 4.11. As the tip is moving from the higher level towards the edge the thermal resistance increases as the contact between the tip and
the sample shrinks. A maximum is reached when the tip-sample contact is minimized at the very edge of the step. When the tip contacts the lower level and the side of the step simultaneously, the thermal resistance is minimized. These topographic artifacts have to be carefully distinguished from true variations in the thermal properties of the sample that are not related to the geometrical change in tip-sample contact area.

3.6 Conclusions

In summary, we quantified the thickness-dependent modulation of thermal transport across graphene with 6nm lateral thermal resolution on SiC and demonstrated sensitivity for the individual atomic layers. Thermal interface resistances were observed to dominate heat transfer across single-layer graphene within the hot nanoscopic contact on both low and high conductive substrates. The thermal resistance was found to decrease with increasing number of graphene layers on SiO$_2$. This trend was attributed to thickness-dependent spreading of heat within the graphene sheets, in relation to previously reported thermal conductivities. Both the experimental observations and the presented analytical model may prove useful for the performance estimation of future graphene devices. Single-layer graphene sheets appear hardly suited to promote heat removal, whereas multilayer graphene, chosen in respect to the size of the adjacent hot spot may find applications for thermal management in nanoelectronics. In particular, the large thermal anisotropy of the layer appears promising, as it relates to an effective thickness much larger than the actual physical thickness, and consequently to beneficial form factors. We also highlighted the effect of topography artifacts on thermal scanning probe measurements, which are relevant even down to the sub-nm scale and can diminish the reliability of scanning thermal microscope measurements. The precise quantification of thermal transport between the scanning probe and the sample as demonstrated in this chapter, is a prerequisite for the development of further thermal scanning probe methods like the scanning probe thermometry presented in the next chapter. All major results of this chapter have been published in Physical Review Letters[55] and highlighted as Editors suggestion.
In this chapter, we describe a novel method for the quantification of nanoscopic temperature fields using a scanning probe microscope. By accounting for the local dependence of the tip-sample thermal resistance, we demonstrate imaging of nanoscopic temperature fields despite the presence of topography and material related heat-flux variations. The proposed method overcomes a major drawback of scanning thermal microscopy, namely, the strong dependence of heat-flux-related signals on the position-dependent tip-sample contact geometry, which gives rise to significant measurement artifacts. We apply the method to visualize self-heating of metal interconnects with 30 mK sample temperature resolution and report the observation of nanoscopic hot spots near lithographically defined defects.
4.1 Why Moore got a Fever

In the preceding two chapters, we described the development of a vacuum scanning thermal microscope and demonstrated its high performance [55]. Here, we will introduce a novel thermal scanning probe method to quantify self-heating of metal interconnects. As motivation to these studies, we provide a short introduction to the self-heating of integrated circuits (ICs) [65]. Computers get hot as we use them, not only because of fundamental thermodynamic reasons but also because the underlying CMOS technology is approaching its limit as a powerful, yet energy inefficient approach to information processing [65, 104]. As a consequence, the clocking frequency of most computers is limited to around 3-4 GHz to reduce the heat dissipated to an amount that can be removed by air or water cooling. While the need for cooling is a costly constraint [105], a speed limit is the end of any performance increase as the computational work delivered per watt scales with the clocking frequency [65]. We may actually compare this situation to the human body getting less productive as it is forced to limit its activities because of a fever. Hence, throttling of ICs is nothing more than the treatment of a symptom, while the underlying shortcomings of hardware technology remain unaddressed.

CMOS hardware is typically not considered as maldevelopment, as it has been the driver of technological and social revolutions in the past century. The ongoing scaling of CMOS to nanoscopic ICs, already forecasted by Gordon Moore in 1965 [106] is touted as success, ranked among the biggest technological achievements of mankind. It is just the self-heating, which is considered an issue that has to be managed, limiting performance and reliability [107]. However, as the cost-motivated scaling of CMOS technology is finally facing its performance limit, a rethinking can be observed.

The energy efficiency of computation, not the hardware cost, become the limiting factor for big-data processing systems [105]. The management of heat dissipation, i.e., the treatment of symptoms by technology such as cooling fans and copper heat thinks is no longer sufficient to face the exponential growth of data. Within the next 10 years, the power use of electronics for information processing is predicted to reach one third of the total energy consumption [65].

Most promising approaches addressing this trend seem to follow two major strategies. One strategy is, to develop low-power-consuming electronics based on the integration of new materials, devices and architectures. The second, probably more promising strategy in the long term, is to explore the fundamental thermal character of information processing [68] with the aim of developing energy-efficient, thermodynamically reversible computing principles.
A scanning thermal microscope, as developed in this work may be used to identify the underlying thermal mechanisms in nanosystems for information processing, with the goal of applying these findings for innovating and inventing technology in balance with thermal energy transfer and conversion processes. It is certainly of interest to explore how thermal effects can be used advantageously to manipulate and process information rather than treating the heat simply as a waste product.

The investigation of CMOS structures is a promising starting point as the technology is thermally limited\cite{108}. All major device failure mechanisms observed in CMOS electronics, like electromigration, dielectric breakdown, thermal fatigue, are strongly temperature dependent. Essentially all important material and device properties, like the band gap of the semiconductors, the mobility of the charge carriers, or the device leakage current, exhibit a significant temperature dependence that strongly affects device performance\cite{65}. Currently, average CPU temperatures of about 80-100 °C are considered as acceptable values, however, local hot spots on the order of tens of nanometers in size, forming in particular in the drain regions of transistors are predicted to have significantly higher temperatures\cite{109}.

These hot spots limit the performance of today’s computers as they dictate the maximum clocking frequency beyond which device failures are observed at unacceptably high rate. It is therefore crucial to know both the magnitude and the spatial distribution of temperature fields on the scale of individual transistors and interconnects to understand the underlying physical processes. This is an enormous challenge as experimental techniques to spatially resolve temperature fields on nanoscopic length scales are not well established\cite{1, 2}. Typically applied optical methods for temperature mapping of ICs, such as thermoreflectance microscopy\cite{110}, do not achieve the spatial resolution needed to study the formation of nanoscopic hot spots. Consequently, the development of near-field methods based on local scanning probes, capable of spatially resolving temperature fields down to the scale of few to hundreds of nanometers\cite{18, 25, 27–29, 38}, is substantial for the investigation of thermal processes in nanosystems. Here, we address this challenge by developing a novel method for scanning probe thermometry.

### 4.2 Nanoscale Thermometry by the Heat Flux Reference Method

In this section we derive a novel method to quantify local temperature fields by scanning probe thermometry, one of the most important methodological inventions of this thesis work. In contrast to previous attempts inferring the sample temperature from the measurement of a single-heat-flux-related
scanning probe signal [15, 18, 25, 28, 29], we demonstrate that simultaneous acquisition of a second, tip-sample thermal-resistance-related reference heat flux signal is necessary to minimize topography-related artifacts, frequently observed in studies reporting the quantification of nanoscopic temperature fields. Experimental demonstrations illustrating the principle follow in the next sections. For an introduction to the fundamentals of scanning probe thermometry, we refer to chapter 1.2.

The novel approach preserves the main idea of the double-scan technique (see chapter 1.2) that two signals are needed to quantify nanoscopic temperature fields [27]. The sample temperature \( T_s \) can be derived from two measurements as

\[
T_{s,2} = T_{h,2} - (T_{h,0} - T_{s,0}) \times \frac{Q_{hs,2}}{Q_{hs,0}},
\]

where \( T_h \) denotes the temperature of the scanning probe heater, \( T_s \) the sample temperature, \( Q_{hs} \) the heater-sample heat flux and the indices \( n \) relate to the initial scan \((n = 0)\) and the second scan \((n = 2)\) (see chapter 1.2 for a detailed introduction).

In the following we will illustrate how Eq. 4.1 can be used advantageously to calculate the sample temperature from two measurement signals acquired in a single scan. We can apply exactly the same equation (Eq. 4.1) derived for the double-scan-method (see chapter 1.3.2) to our newly proposed single-scan approach, with the difference that the indices \( n \) in Eq. 4.1 now relate to simultaneously acquired measurement signals (DC \((n = 0)\) and AC \((n = 2)\)) instead of two different scans. Accordingly, one could consider the technique as an extension of the double-scan method.

In contrast to our previous approach, where the sample temperature is switched on and off between two scans, the sample temperature now will change many times during acquisition of each individual image pixel. Such a temporal temperature variation can be achieved, for example by optical laser pulse heating or modulation of a sample cooling channel.

As we are in particular interested in quantifying self-heating of nanoscale electronic devices, we can conveniently create the necessary temperature modulation by applying an AC voltage bias of frequency \((\omega)\) to the device. Considering pure Joule heating in the device in response to the AC voltage excitation, the device temperature is modulated as

\[
T_s = T_{s,0} + T_{s,2} \sin (2\omega t)
\]

comprising both a time-independent DC \((n = 0)\) and a time-dependent AC \((n = 2)\) component modulated at twice the excitation frequency \((\omega)\), as the electrical power \((P = V^2/R)\) dissipated in the device scales with the
square of the applied voltage.

As the sample temperature is modulated by Joule heating, both the heat flux \((Q_{hs})\) and the temperature difference \((T_{hs})\) between heater and sample are modulated if the tip is in contact with the device.

In contrast to the double-scan method, where the initial measurement was conducted for a known sample temperature \((T_{s,0} = T_{s,ambient} = 20^\circ C)\), both the steady-state DC temperature \((T_{s,0})\) and the time-dependent AC temperature increase \((T_{s,2})\) are unknown. However, the steady-state DC temperature of the sample \((T_{s,0})\) and the magnitude of the AC temperature increase \((T_{s,2})\) are related, and can be estimated [111] for an applied excitation frequency \((\omega)\) as

\[
T_{s,0} = \sqrt{1 + (2\omega\tau)^2} \times T_{s,2} + T_{s,ambient} \tag{4.3}
\]

with \(\tau\) being the thermal time constant of the device. The thermal time-constant \(\tau\) is unknown and can be experimentally derived by frequency-dependent measurements of the temperature field or estimated by simulations. However, if the excitation frequency \((\omega)\) is chosen small enough with respect to \(\tau\), so that the device is always in steady-state, meaning that the device temperature is independent of the excitation frequency, we can approximate \(T_{s,0} \approx T_{s,2} + T_{s,ambient}\). By substituting \(T_{s,0}\) into Eq.4.1, we calculate the magnitude of the AC peak temperature increase as

\[
T_{s,2} = \frac{T_{h,2}Q_{hs,0} - (T_{h,0} - T_{ambient})Q_{hs,2}}{Q_{hs,0} - Q_{hs,2}} \tag{4.4}
\]

which equals, according to the assumption of steady-state, the DC temperature increase above ambient temperature. If steady-state is not fully achieved Eq.4.4 leads to an underestimation of the DC temperature increase.

From Eq.4.4 it follows that the sample temperature field in response to Joule heating is determined by the AC and DC components of the heater-sample heat flux \((Q_{hs})\) and the heater temperature \((T_h)\). In our experiments, we do not directly measure these quantities, but infer them from the electrical voltage response of the cantilever sensor \((V_{Lev})\), which is modulated temporally as

\[
V_{Lev,n} = V_{Lev,0} + V_{Lev,2} \sin(2\omega t) \tag{4.5}
\]

by the tip-sample heat flux, which affects the electrical resistance of the heater. The two different temporal components of this voltage bias can be measured by the DC and AC circuitry illustrated in chapter 2.3, which comprises a differential amplifier to sensitively measure the DC component.
(V_{Lev,0}) and a lock-in amplifier to sense the AC component (V_{Lev,2}).

Relating these voltage signals to the temperature of the heater \((T_h)\) requires prior calibration of the scanning probe, as discussed in chapter 2.4, to establish the relation between the temperature and the electrical resistance of the heater. Based on the electrical fix-point calibration discussed in chapter 2.4, we can derive the heater temperature as function of \(V_{Lev,n}\) as

\[ T_h(V_{Lev}) \approx T_h(V_{Lev,0}) + T_h(V_{Lev,2}) \sin(2\omega t) \quad \text{with} \quad (4.6) \]

\[ T_h(V_{Lev,2}) \approx \frac{\partial T_h}{\partial R} \bigg|_{R_0} \times \frac{\partial R}{\partial V_{Lev}} \bigg|_{V_{Lev,0} = 0} \times V_{Lev,2}, \quad (4.7) \]

where higher-order terms can be neglected (see subsequent discussion).

Note that here we use a linearization although the temperature is a nonlinear function of the electrical resistance as shown in the cantilever calibration measurements in chapter 2.4. The validity of such a linearization process requires that changes in the heater temperature in response to tip-sample heat flux variations be small compared with the absolute temperature of the heater. This is the case in our measurements as the thermal resistance of the cantilever is typically three orders of magnitudes smaller than the thermal resistance of the tip-sample contact [55].

Apart from the heater temperature, also the heat flux \(Q_{hs}\) between the scanning probe sensor and the sample needs to be related to the electrical measurement signals. We assume that all electrical power dissipated in the cantilever is dissipated as heat in the cantilever sensor, as discussed in chapter 2.4, which means that the total electrical power dissipated \(P_{el}\) equals the total heat flux \(Q_{Tot}\). Energy conservation requires that the total heat flux equals the sum of the heat flux into the cantilever \(Q_{Lev}\) and the heat flux across the sample contact \(Q_{hs}\), which is defined as

\[ Q_{hs} = Q_{Tot} - Q_{Lev} = P_{el} - Q_{Lev}. \quad (4.8) \]

The total heat flux, i.e., the electrical power \(P_{el}\) dissipated in the cantilever, can be directly expressed as a function of the cantilever voltage \(V_{Lev}\) as

\[ P_{el} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} [V_{Tot} V_{Lev} - V_{Lev}^2], \quad (4.9) \]

with \(R_{series}\) being the 2 k\(\Omega\) series resistor in our Wheatstone bridge measurement circuitry (see chapter 2.3). By inserting Eq.4.5 into Eq.4.9 and
separating $P_{el}$ into its various temporal components

$$P_{el} = P_{el,0} + P_{el,2} \sin(2\omega t) + P_{el,4} \sin(4\omega t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

$$P_{el,0} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ V_{Tot}V_{Lev,0} - V_{Lev,0}^2 - \frac{1}{2} V_{Lev,2}^2 \right]$$

$$P_{el,2} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ V_{Tot}V_{Lev,2} - 2V_{Lev,0}V_{Lev,2} \right]$$

$$P_{el,4} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ 0.5V_{Lev,2}^2 \right],$$

we can derive the electrical power dissipated in the scanning probe in contact with the sample. Note that the higher-order term at $(4\omega)$ is very small compared with the other terms, as $V_{Tot} \gg V_{Lev,2}$, and is not considered for further analysis. To finally derive $Q_{hs}$, we need to subtract the cantilever heat flux ($Q_{Lev}$) from the total heat flux ($Q_{Tot}=P_{el}$).

The heat flux into only the cantilever ($Q_{Lev}$) can be derived using the heater temperature ($T_h(V_{Lev})$) of Eq. 4.7 as

$$Q_{Lev} = Q_{Lev,0} + Q_{Lev,2} \sin(2\omega t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

$$Q_{Lev,0} = \frac{T_h,0 - T_{ambient}}{R_{Lev}}$$

$$Q_{Lev,2} = \frac{T_h,2}{R_{Lev}}.$$  

Here, the thermal resistance of only the cantilever ($R_{Lev}$) is needed and has to be derived prior the measurement scan from tip-sample approach curves as described in chapter 1.2.

By inserting Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.11 into Eq. 4.8, and Eq. 4.8 and Eq. 4.7 into Eq. 4.4, we can finally express $T_s$ as function of the measured DC($n=0$) and AC($n=2$) voltage components of $V_{Lev}$ measured across the cantilever.

Note that for specific measurement arrangements, such as a constant heater temperature, Eq. 4.4 can be further simplified and expressed as

$$T_{s,2} = (T_h,0 - T_{ambient}) \times \frac{P_{el,2}}{P_{el,0} + P_{el,2}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

whereas the expression in Eq. 4.4 is a more general form that can also be applied for a constant input voltage bias applied the cantilever, as is the case in our experiments. For a constant applied electrical heating power, which is another common approach reported in scanning thermal microscopy experiments, the sample temperature can be directly inferred from the mea-
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Measurement of the heater temperature DC and AC components as

\[ T_{s,2} = (T_{h,0} - T_{\text{ambient}}) \times \frac{T_{h,2}}{T_{h,0} - T_{\text{ambient}} + T_{h,2}}. \]  

(4.13)

In the following sections, we apply the novel method to quantify the self-heating of metal interconnect test structures, directly demonstrating the benefits of the proposed method.

4.3 Local Self-Heating of Nanoscale Metal Interconnects

The test sample consists of nanoscale gold interconnects on a silicon (111) substrate covered with 150 nm of amorphous silicon nitride (SiNx), illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The electrical contact pads are fabricated by photolithography and fit to the layout of our multi-pin probe-card. The narrow gold lines are fabricated via electron-beam lithography (Vistec EBPG5200) and patterned by a reverse lift-off process.

![Illustration of the experiment](image)

**Figure 4.1: Illustration of the experiment**

showing the thermal scanning probe in contact with a metal interconnect test structure. An AC voltage bias is applied to the gold interconnect segment indicated as scan area. The thermal signal of the scanning probe is acquired by the circuitry shown, which comprises a Wheatstone bridge, a differential amplifier, and a lock-in amplifier.
In a first study, a sinusoidal voltage ($V_{pp} = 3\,\text{V}$, $f = \omega/(2\pi) = 10\,\text{kHz}$) is applied to the metal heater section depicted in Fig. 4.1 with a $1\,\text{k}\Omega$ resistor in series, giving rise to a steady-state DC temperature increase and a dynamic AC modulation of the sample temperature at twice the frequency of the applied voltage excitation. A constant DC voltage bias is applied to the scanning probe, creating a heat flux of few microWatt between the self-heated sensor element ($\sim 383\,\text{°C}$) and the sample. The large heat flux and sensor temperature are beneficial for optimization of the sensor thermal resolution as discussed in chapter 2.5.

The sensor signal of the scanning probe in contact with the sample gets modulated by the heat flux across the tip-sample contact and comprises a DC voltage component measured by the DC circuitry illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and a small AC component measured via the lock-in amplifier. As the electrical power dissipated inside the gold interconnect scales with the square of the applied voltage, the lock-in amplifier is tuned to the second harmonic of the modulation frequency ($20\,\text{kHz}$). The scan speed ($3.3\,\text{ms/pixel}$) is adjusted to ensure sufficient integration time ($10\,\text{ms}$) for the lock-in amplifier.

![Figure 4.2: Topography and DC voltage raw signals](image)

(a) Topography (b) DC raw voltage signal

Fig. 4.2 shows the sample topography and the DC raw voltage signals acquired simultaneously during one measurement scan. The topography image Fig. 4.2(a), was directly obtained from the z-axis voltage signal of the piezo-scanner sensor under force-feedback operation. The gold heater lines have a height of around 80 nm. The thinner line has a measured width of $\sim 140\,\text{nm}$. Simultaneously with the topography signal, we acquired the DC voltage bias across the cantilever sensor, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Signal variations are mainly observed in regions where the sample topography changes abruptly,
visible from a direct comparison with the topography image. In contrast, neither the two different materials (gold and SiN$_x$) nor variations in relation to self-heating of the structure can be easily inferred from the DC voltage signal. This observation indicates that the DC signal is dominated by variations in the thermal resistance between the heater and the sample, which is mainly a function of the tip-sample contact geometry.

![AC phase signal](image1.png) ![AC voltage amplitude signal](image2.png)

**Figure 4.3: AC voltage raw signal** scales as (a) phase and (b) voltage amplitude

Fig. 4.3 shows the simultaneously acquired AC signal scaled as the phase (a) and the voltage amplitude (b). We observe a constant phase signal of varying intensity along the self-heated interconnect and a strong voltage amplitude signal in the thinner segment of the interconnect. Additionally, signal variations are visible at the edges of the interconnect structure, which are apparently correlated to the sample topography changing the tip-sample contact geometry. These observations illustrate that the AC signal acquired by the scanning probe is sensitive to the heat flux between the sensor element and the sample, which is not only a function of the temperature difference between the scanning probe and the sample, but also of the thermal resistance. Previous reports that inferred the temperature by scanning thermal microscope [15, 28, 29] acquired AC signals similar to those shown in Fig. 4.3(b) and rescaled these signals to an apparent temperature map, weighting the measured heat-flux-dependent signal by a position-independent tip-sample thermal resistance approximated from literature and simulations. This procedure, as discussed in chapter 1.2, leads to significant topography artifacts, thereby hindering the quantification of temperature fields, as we will further discuss below.

Fig. 4.4(a) shows the apparent temperature field, calculated by rescaling the AC voltage signal by a position-independent average thermal resistance be-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the apparent and the actual temperature field
(a) Apparent temperature field calculated by rescaling of the AC voltage signal by a position-independent thermal resistance between the scanning probe sensor and the sample.
(b) Temperature field as calculated using the novel method, taking the position dependence of the thermal resistance into account.

Artifacts appear in particular in regions where the sample topography and consequently the tip-sample contact geometry change. For the thinnest segment of the interconnect, which is the region of greatest heat dissipation, the signal is strongly dominated by variation in thermal resistance, related to the tip-sample contact geometry as evident by comparison with the DC voltage raw signal. For this region, it is particularly difficult to quantify temperature fields using the AC signal only. The apparent temperature field erroneously indicates a very inhomogenous temperature distribution along the interconnect, with nanoscopic features and a strong heating of the edges. Note that these features are topographic artifacts and cannot be considered for quantifying of the interconnect temperature.

To overcome this limitation, we suggest a novel scanning probe thermometry method based on the simultaneous acquisition of an AC and a DC reference heat flux signal between the scanning probe sensor and the sample as derived in the previous section. The direct visual comparison of the AC voltage amplitude and the DC voltage raw signal indicates that both signals are correlated by a thermal resistance dependence. Applying the proposed method we rescale the DC and AC voltage raw signals to variations of the heat flux \( Q_{hs} \) and the temperature of the sensor element \( T_h \) and calculate the sample temperature field \( T_s \) according to Eq. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4(b) shows the calculated steady-state DC temperature increase \( T_{s,0} \) in comparison with the apparent temperature field obtained by scaling the
signals by a position-independent thermal resistance between the scanning probe sensor and the sample. The direct comparison with Fig. 4.4(a) illustrates that the topography-related artifacts can be minimized by the proposed method. The experimental data shown in Fig. 4.4 is the direct verification of the method theoretically derived in the preceding section, and impressively demonstrates the benefits of the new approach compared with previous attempts that inferred temperatures by scanning probes [15, 18, 25, 28, 29]. The experimental demonstration of scanning probe thermometry in the presence of topography and material related heat flux variations is an important result of this work.

To clearly distinguish the difference between our approach and previous approaches that infer temperature fields by scanning thermal microscopy [15, 18, 25, 28, 29], we plotted a temperature error map, obtained by the difference between the apparent temperature and the actual temperature field (see Fig. 4.4(a,b)) in 4.5(a). Deviations of up to 30% are observed in regions where the tip-sample thermal resistance variations are largest. Our finding indicates that the temperature fields of nanoscopic objects can only be quantified by scanning thermal microscopy if local variations of thermal resistance due to the topography are taken into account. Considering our studies on thermal transport across graphene presented in the preceding chapter, topography related thermal resistance variations are significant even for sub-nanometer height variations. The interconnect structure studied here has a height of about 80 nm and still topographic artifacts are avoided. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.5(b), which shows a temperature-topography overlay that proves the absence of edge-related artifacts. Note that the temperature field was low-pass-filtered (by a $5 \times 5$ nearest-neighbor smoothing) to illustrate the spreading of heat into the contacts and the sample substrate more clearly. The unsmoothed temperature field, calculated directly from the raw voltage signal is shown in Fig. 4.4(b).

Figure 4.6: Temperature field illustration
(a) 3D plot of the temperature field presented as height variation, visualizing Joule heating of the thin wire segment, heat spreading into the substrate and the temperature decay into the unbiased floating interconnect segment.
(b) Temperature profile extracted along the center of thin interconnect segment. The dotted parabola indicating Joule heating of the interconnect segment is a guide to the eye.

In Fig. 4.6(a) we illustrate the self-heating of the interconnect structure as a 3D temperature field. This 3D representation allows us to visualize a parabolic temperature profile (see guide to the eye in Fig. 4.6(b)) along the thin interconnect element. Such a profile is expected for Joule heating of a metallic interconnect segment. The detailed shape of the temperature distribution in Fig. 4.6 is a function of the electrical power dissipated, the thermal conductivity of the gold interconnect, the thermal conductivity of the underlying SiN$_x$/Si substrate, and the thermal conductance of the interface between the interconnect and the substrate. The local quantification of the temperature field as accomplished in this thesis can be used to extract these thermal properties of the sample structure by fitting an appropriate model to the temperature distribution measured. Determination of the conductance of the interface between the substrate and the interconnect is of particular interest as this property cannot be easily estimated from literature values. Here, we will make an estimate of the thermal interface between the gold interconnect and the substrate based on the exponential temperature decay.
observed in the unbiased floating segment of the interconnect in the upper left side of the interconnect structure.

To estimate the thermal interface conductance, the heat diffusion equation [27] has to be solved. We impose the measured temperature $T_0 = 21.6 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ at the origin of the unbiased interconnect segment as a boundary condition. The 1D heat diffusion equation reads

$$A \kappa \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} - g (T - T_0) = 0. \quad (4.14)$$

Here, $A$ denotes the cross-sectional area of the interconnect segment, $\kappa$ is the thermal conductivity of the gold interconnect, $g$ the thermal conductance between the interconnect and the substrate per unit length, $T$ the temperature, and $x$ the position along the interconnect. For a boundary condition of $T = T_0$ at $x = 0$, we find the following solution:

$$T(x) = T_0 \exp\left(-\sqrt{\frac{g}{A \kappa}} x\right) \quad (4.15)$$

The cross-sectional area of the interconnect is calculated from the measured topography of the interconnect as $1 \times 10^{-14} \, \text{m}^2$ and the thermal conductivity of thin gold films has been reported as $100 \, \text{W/(mK)}$ [112]. Fitting Eq. 4.15 to the measured temperature profile as indicated in Fig. 4.6(b) with $g$ as fit parameter, we extract a thermal interface conductance per unit length of $4.6 \, \text{W/(mK)}$. This corresponds to a thermal interface conductivity of $4.6 \times 10^7 \, \text{W/(m}$($^2$/K), which is in the range of values expected for metal dielectric interfaces. Attempts comparing the quantified temperature field with more sophisticated models are currently in preparation.

It is also interesting to note that the visualization of the temperature field indirectly allows one to resolve the electrical current path in the sample by the related heat dissipation. Fig. 4.6(a) indicates the electrical current path between the left electrode and the bottom electrode. While the ability to map the current path by the related dissipation of heat may not be of high relevance for the presented self-heating experiment of an interconnect structure, it is of potentially high interest for studying percolative systems, such as phase-change memory cells, where the electrical current path is not a priori defined by the device structure.

At the same time the observation of heat spreading into the substrate is of interest. We can visualize the heat spreading over a distance of more than one micrometer away from the interconnect, which is indicative of a sample temperature resolution down to tens of mK. We will provide a more detailed analysis of the temperature resolution in the last section of this chapter.

To prove that the signal acquired by the scanning probe sensor is indeed
the temperature increase of the sample in response to pure Joule heating, we studied the interconnect temperature as function of the applied voltage excitation. The AC voltage excitation amplitude applied to the interconnect was continuously increased from 0 to 0.4 V, while the tip was scanned on a fixed position across the self-heating interconnect. Note that the interconnect studied corresponds to a different sample than the one shown in the previous experiments of this section. The excitation frequency (10 kHz) applied to the interconnect and the DC voltage bias applied to the scanning probe were kept constant.

![Figure 4.7: Interconnect temperature as function of the voltage bias applied](image)

(a) Temperature of the interconnect as function of the applied AC voltage bias amplitude. The temperature is observed to increase quadratically with the bias, indicative of Joule heating of the interconnect.

Fig. 4.7 shows the measured DC sample temperature as a function of the applied voltage bias amplitude. We observe an increasing interconnect temperature with increasing voltage. Fitting of the temperature dependence reveals a quadratic increase of the DC sample temperature with increasing excitation voltage amplitude. This finding supports our assumption that we observe pure Joule heating in the second harmonic AC signal of the scanning probe sensor. The bias-dependent temperature evolution also indicates a noise-limited sample temperature resolution on the order of $\sim 30 \text{ mK}$ in the 100 Hz bandwidth as indicated by the intersection of the 1-$\sigma$ confidence bound of the quadratic fit with the $y$-axis. Note that the sample temperature resolution could be further increased by narrowing the bandwidth of the measurement.

From the known electrical current applied to the interconnect, we can estimate the temperature increase of the interconnect as consistency check to the temperature determined by the scanning probe. On average, we applied an electrical current of $485 \mu\text{A}$ to the 10-$\mu\text{m}$-long interconnect. The
resistance of the interconnect alone is unknown but we can estimate the electrical resistance of the gold interconnect from the measured cross-sectional area of the interconnect inferred from the scanning probe topography signal \((5.5 \times 10^{-15} \text{ m}^2)\) and the electrical resistivity of gold \((2.44 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \text{ m})\) as 44 \(\Omega\). This corresponds to dissipated electrical power of 10 \(\mu\text{W}\).

In order to estimate the temperature increase of the interconnect, we divide the electrical power dissipated per unit length by the thermal conductance per unit length \((g = 4.6)\) as determined from the heat spreading into the unbiased segment of the interconnect in Fig. 4.6. Accordingly, we estimated a temperature increase of the interconnect of \(\Delta T = 10 \mu\text{W} / 10 \mu\text{m} \times 4.6 \text{W/(mK)} = 0.46 \text{K}\). The estimated temperature is on the order of the experimentally observed temperature increase measured by the scanning probe. A more in-depth analysis would require the experimental characterization of the interconnect by an electrical four-point measurement scheme, which will be implemented in future experiments.

### 4.4 Observation of Nanoscale Hot Spots

In the following, we report on the self-heating of a 300-nm-wide gold interconnect structure with nanoscopic constrictions, acting as lithographically defined defects of enhanced heat dissipation. Each constriction consists of two parallel nanobridges with a nominal width of 40 nm and a length of 100 nm. The spacing between the nanobridges in each gap decreases from left to right as illustrated in the SEM micrograph of Fig. 4.8(a). The length of the interconnect exceeds our maximal scan range of 10 \(\mu\text{m}\), and we investigated self-heating of individual segments, indicated in Fig. 4.8(a).

In the first scan, we simultaneously mapped self-heating around two constrictions as shown in Fig. 4.8(b). The temperature map in Fig. 4.8(b) is calculated from the DC and AC voltage signals acquired as explained in the previous sections. We can directly image enhanced Joule heating around the nanoscopic constrictions, acting as hot spots within the 300-nm-wide interconnect.

Together with the temperature profile extracted along the center of the interconnect, we can observe an asymmetric temperature distribution around the first constriction as indicated by the red arrow in the temperature profile. This asymmetry is likely related to the additional cooling affect of the nearby electrode pad on the left side. In contrast, the temperature distribution around the second constriction is more symmetric, indicating that the spreading of heat into the substrate is the dominant path of heat dissipation. To gain further insights into self-heating in the vicinity of the constriction, we studied the second region depicted in Fig. 4.8(a) in more detail.
Figure 4.8: Self-heating of a metal interconnect with nanoscopic constrictions
(a) SEM micrograph of the 300-nm-wide interconnect with four lithographically defined constrictions. The constrictions have a width of 100 nm and 40-nm-wide bridges in between.
(b) Temperature field measured by scanning probe thermometry and the corresponding temperature profile extracted along the center of the interconnect structure. Hot spots are observed near the constrictions.
Figure 4.9: Thermal characterization of a nanoscopic constriction
(a) Topography image, (b) DC raw voltage signal and (c) the AC voltage amplitude in relation to (d) the temperature field determined by scanning probe thermometry.
Fig. 4.9 shows (a) the topography, (b-c) the DC and AC raw voltage signals and (d) the corresponding temperature map around the constriction. The two nanobridges of the constriction are separated by a 60 nm wide gap. While the constriction is resolved in the topography signal, the two nanobridges can be distinguished hardly in the voltage signals of the scanning probe sensor. The signals in the constriction are dominated by changes in the tip-sample contact geometry. The edges of the interconnect appear not to be etched straight down to the substrate, but tapered, with an increasing diameter towards the substrate. Despite the strong dependence on the tip-sample contact geometry as observed in the raw voltage signals, the temperature field in (d) looks very homogenous, indicating that we successfully account for the thermal-resistance-related variations of the tip-sample heat flux in the calculation of the temperature field.

To illustrate this more clearly, we plotted the temperature error map, like in the previous section, derived as the difference between the temperature field calculated for a variable ($R_{hs}(x, y)$) and a constant ($R_{hs}$) thermal resistance.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature error map and temperature-topography overlay.

Fig. 4.10 illustrates that near the edges, and in particular in the vicinity of the nanobridges, the temperature cannot be quantified without accounting for tip-sample contact geometry related heat flux variations. The new method, however, accounts for most of the contact-geometry-related artifacts, as illustrated by the absence of edge artifacts in the temperature-topography overlay plot of the self-heated interconnect segment (b). In addition, Fig. 4.10(b) illustrates an asymmetric temperature field around the constriction, with the colder side towards the electrode pad outside the image area, $\sim 2 \mu m$ away from the constriction. This asymmetry is comparable to the one observed at the opposite side of the interconnect structure and supports our interpretation that the observed asymmetry is related to
additional heat dissipation into the electrode pad. Further note that the error map indicates a systematic overestimation of the temperature in the flat top region of the interconnect, if the signal is not locally weighted by the DC reference heat flux. Here, the signal difference is not related to a geometry-related heat flux variation as observed near the edges, but to the difference between the thermal resistances of the SiN$_x$ substrate and the gold interconnect. This difference in thermal resistance is hardly visible in the DC raw voltage signal, as there the image contrast is dominated by the contact-geometry-related signal variations. However, if we calculate the tip-sample thermal resistance, we can directly observe the difference between the thermal resistance measured on SiN$_x$ and the one on gold as shown in Fig. 4.11(a).

![Figure 4.11](image.png)

**Figure 4.11: Thermal resistance of the interconnect and cross-sectional profiles of the various measurement signals**

(a) Thermal resistance of the interconnect structure revealing the difference between gold and SiN$_x$.

(b) Cross-section profiles along the region depicted in (a) to visualize the interdependency between the topography, the thermal resistance, and the temperature signals acquired.

This example indicates that to quantify temperature fields, we must account not only for geometry-related variations of the tip-sample heat flux, but also for material-related thermal resistance variations. Finally, we aim to illustrate the interdependency of the various signals by comparison of cross-sectional profiles along the line depicted in Fig. 4.11(a). Fig. 4.11(b) shows the various normalized signals to enable a comparison between the topography, the thermal resistance, the sample temperature, and the apparent temperature. The blue-colored region corresponds to signals acquired by the tip in contact with only the SiN$_x$ substrate, white regions corresponds to a range where the scanning probe tip is likely contacting the substrate and the interconnect simultaneously, the light-red region is the
range where the tip is in contact with the interconnect, not only with the tip apex but potentially also with the side-wall of the tip, and the red region is the range where the tip is contacting the interconnect with only the apex. If we compare, for instance, the topography signal with the thermal resistance signal, we observe that the thermal resistance is already sensitive to the interconnect in a range (white region) where the scanning probe does not yet change its vertical deflection. At the same time, we can observe significant thermal resistance variations in the range where the tip-sample contact geometry changes significantly, namely, at the edges of the interconnect structure (light-red region). On top of the interconnect, both the topographic signal and the thermal resistance signal are rather featureless. If we now compare the apparent temperature signal with the thermal resistance signal, we can directly observe that the apparent temperature is correlated to the topography-related thermal resistance variations at the interconnect edges. The temperature profile, as calculated by the new method, however, is hardly effected by the thermal resistance signal, illustrating the benefit of the proposed approach.

4.5 Temperature Resolution and Topography Artifacts

In the final section of this chapter, we will provide a more detailed discussion of the resolution in our measurement. Fig. 4.12 shows the interconnect constriction studied in the previous section at high spatial resolution. We can resolve the two 40-nm-wide and 100-nm-long nanobridges across the constriction in the topography image (Fig. 4.12(a)). The lateral spatial resolu-

![Figure 4.12: High-resolution scans of the constriction region](image)

(a) Topography (b) apparent temperature, (c) temperature error map, and (d) temperature map.
tion is, however, not to be confused with the spatial temperature resolution of the experiment. Fig. 4.12(b-d) illustrate the thermal signal simultaneously acquired with the topography signal. The two constrictions cannot be identified as easily as in the topography. The apparent temperature map would even indicate three hot spots across the constriction, illustrating that topographic artifacts, as typical observed in scanning thermal microscopy experiments, can lead to a complete misinterpretation of the actual temperature field. The actual temperature map in (d) looks more homogenous, still some features indicating the position of the nanobridges are visible. The temperature error map in Fig. 4.12(c) visualizes the significant artifacts arising from the tip-sample contact-geometry-related variations in the AC heat flux signal acquired. We can actually conclude from the temperature error map that quantification of the temperature is not possible within the constriction without accounting for the topography-related signal dependence.

The temperature field calculated from simultaneous acquisition of the AC and the DC signal, however, is more homogenous. In contrast to the apparent temperature image indicating three hot spots, we observe a nearly constant temperature field along the constriction. In contrast to the two separate nanobridges visible in the topography signal, we now observe one constriction in the temperature signal. This finding is related to the shape of the tip and in particular to its opening angle. The heated tip cannot fully penetrate into the 60-nm-wide and nearly 70-nm-deep gap between the nanobridges, but always touches at least one of the bridges with the side wall. Accordingly, the tip measures a rather constant temperature as it always remains in thermal contact with the nanobridges.

Figure 4.13: Cross-sectional profiles along the self-heated interconnect
(a) In the straight segment of the interconnect and (b) across the nanobridges within the constriction.
This interpretation is supported by the cross-sectional line scans in Fig. 4.13. Fig. 4.13(a) shows a comparison between the normalized topography signal, the apparent and the actual temperature signals across the interconnect before the constriction. We can observe that the apparent temperature signal is significantly affected by the sample topography, whereas the temperature signal is nearly constant on top of the interconnect and decaying into the substrate. In comparison, Fig. 4.13(b) shows signals acquired across the nanobridges in the constriction. From the topography line scan, we can now conclude that the tip does not touch the substrate between the two nanobridges, but remains always in contact with the interconnect.

Based on this observation, one might conclude that the spatial temperature resolution of our measurement cannot be better than 40 nm, the nominal width of the nanobridges. However, we have to acknowledge that this apparent resolution limit is only the result of the extreme topography variation in the vicinity of the constriction and not related to a variation of only the temperature field. The spatial temperature resolution in the flat part of the sample, e.g., on top of the interconnect or on the substrate, is higher. We estimate a spatial temperature resolution of \( \sim 10-20 \text{ nm} \) based on the smallest repetitive feature visible in the thermal signal of the scanning probe, which is likely similar to the tip-sample contact area. We have previously demonstrated a sub-10-nm spatial thermal resolution in the absence of topography variations using similar measurement conditions.

Note that a spatial temperature resolution of \( \sim 10 \text{ nm} \) is claimed in literature [28] from observation of topography related artifacts like those observed in the apparent temperature map in Fig. 4.13(b). Nanoscopic thermal features, like the appearance of three hot spots as visible in Fig. 4.12(b) and the cross-sectional profile in Fig. 4.13(b) can be easily misinterpreted if the topography related heat flux variations are not taken into account. A proper definition of the spatial temperature resolution would require a local variation of only the temperature field on nanoscopic length-scales in absence of topography variations.

Apart from the spatial temperature resolution, it is also interesting to examine the sample temperature resolution of our measurements. Considering the experiment on the voltage-bias-dependent self-heating of the interconnect structure we can infer a sample temperature resolution of \( \sim 30 \text{ mK} \) from the temperature signal acquired as a function of the AC excitation applied (see Fig. 4.7(a)), measured in a 100 Hz bandwidth. It is interesting to compare the 30 mK temperature resolution with our estimated electrical-noise-limited temperature resolution of the microscope based on the electrical noise characterization in chapter 2.5. Most easily, we can compare the predictions with our experimental results by considering the temperature resolution of the scanning probe sensor. The 30 mK sample temperature
resolution translates into a 91 $\mu$K scanning probe sensor temperature resolution at a scanning probe temperature of $\sim 280^\circ$C. In chapter 2.5, we extract from the electrical noise characteristics of a different scanning probe cantilever a sensor temperature resolution of 190 $\mu$K at a sensor temperature of $\sim 460^\circ$C measured at in the same bandwidth but at double the frequency. Our experimentally achieved temperature resolution is of the same order as that expected based on the electrical-noise-limited resolution. The factor of two difference is related to the use of different scanning probe cantilevers, the different temperatures of the scanning probes and the different frequency between the two measurements.

4.6 Conclusions

In conclusion, we presented a novel method to quantify nanoscopic temperature fields. The method provides a significant experimental improvement for the quantification of temperature fields using scanning probes. The technique is a two-path method inferring temperature by probing the total steady-state heat flux and a temporally modulated heat flux signal between the scanning probe sensor and a sample simultaneously. The novel technique minimizes contact-geometry-related artifacts so far limiting the reliability of nanoscopic temperature measurements by thermal scanning probe microscopy.

We demonstrated the new method by a study of self-heating of metal interconnects. We spatially resolved the temperature field of a 100-nm-wide gold interconnect with 30 mK sample temperature resolution, which is a three-orders-of-magnitude sensitivity improvement compared with our previous attempts. Using the novel approach we could directly visualize thermal hot spots near lithographically defined defects in a 300-nm-wide interconnect. From our experimental data, we inferred a temperature resolution of the scanning probe sensor of 91 $\mu$K, approaching the electrical-noise-limited temperature resolution of the scanning probe sensor. Our experiments indicate an outstanding performance of the novel thermal microscope that approaches the fundamental resolution limits of our scanning probe sensor.
In this chapter, we present a dual harmonic detection method for scanning probe thermometry. Advantageously, the method can be applied to experimentally separate thermophysical effects typically observed as superposition to an overall temperature field in thermal scanning probe measurements. We apply the novel technique to image the temperature increase of an InAs nanowire contacted by gold electrodes. Uniquely, we simultaneously quantify Joule heating and Peltier effects at the metal-InAs contacts with a lateral spatial resolution of \( \sim 10 \text{ nm} \) and sample temperature resolution of \( \sim 0.1 \text{ K} \). Our work is a significant advance that enables the spatially resolved characterization of thermoelectric and electrothermal effects in operating nanoscale devices.
5.1 Asking Kelvin if Peltier is Cooler than Joule

In the preceding chapters of this thesis we established the instrumentation and the methodologies needed to quantify temperature fields in nanosystems. We have developed a unique instrument and method termed scanning probe thermometry. The possibility to image nanoscopic temperature fields is certainly exciting but not necessarily sufficient to understand the underlying thermophysical processes. To address this issue, we will demonstrate scanning probe thermometry beyond the quantification of overall temperature fields by extending our work to the direct experimental separation of two different thermophysical processes.

There is a whole zoo of fascinating thermophysical effects, such as Joule heating, thermoelectric effects, the pyroelectric effect, the magnetocaloric effect, the Spin-Seebeck effect and thermo-plasmonic processes to name just a few, which are largely unexplored on nanoscopic length scales. Most of these effects are known or predicted to exhibit significant structural size dependencies making it particular promising to investigate them on nanoscopic length scales. Information about these effects is typically encoded in both, the relative temperature field distributions and the absolute temperatures. However, only the latter can be quantified by the spatially averaging electrical and optical measurement methods typically applied to investigate these effects.

Therefore, we dedicate the final chapter of this thesis to an example demonstrating how scanning probe thermometry can be applied to separate different thermophysical effects. In particular, we will demonstrate how local Peltier effects at metal-semiconductor contacts can be simultaneously quantified with Joule heating. This is of direct technological relevance for the characterization of semiconductor nanoelectronics as here temperature fields are often the result of a superposition of these two effects.

Thermoelectric effects have almost exclusively been studied in the context of energy conversion for waste-heat recovery and cooling applications [113]. However, thermoelectric effects are also of tremendous importance for nanoelectronic devices. In particular nanoscale electronics directly using thermal processes, like phase-change memory cells, are strongly affected by the Peltier and the Thomson effect [114]. Considering current trends in electronics, such as the integration of novel materials and structural scaling, every serious effort to develop devices for information processing should take nanoscopic thermal processes and principles into account.

While so far mainly Joule heating has been recognized to impact device performance and reliability of integrated circuits [65, 107, 115], thermoelec-
5.2. Dual Harmonic Detection for Scanning Probe Thermometry

In this section, we will introduce a dual harmonic detection method for scanning probe thermometry. The method is an extension to the heat flux reference method presented in the preceding chapter. We will experimentally demonstrate the approach in the next section by spatially resolving Joule and Peltier effects in an InAs nanowire contacted by gold electrodes.

The method is motivated by the need to gain further information about the thermophysical processes giving rise to the overall temperature field typically observed in scanning thermal microscopy measurements[13, 25, 28, 29, 55]. In our previous experiments reporting the self-heating of silicon nanowires[27], we spatially resolved an overall temperature increase as the
result of combined Joule and Peltier effects. In those DC scanning thermal microscopy measurements, two different thermophysical processes were superimposed making it difficult to understand the underlying mechanisms giving rise to the observed temperature field.

The idea of the dual-harmonic detection method is to separate these two effects by their different scaling dependencies on an applied electrical current. By applying a sinusoidal voltage bias excitation the Peltier effect can be distinguished from Joule heating as the former has a linear dependence on the applied current \( I \), whereas Joule heating has a quadratic response. As demonstrated in the experiments on self-heating of metal interconnects in chapter 4, Joule heating of a linear resistor \( R \) scales as

\[
\dot{Q} = R \times I^2
\]  

(5.1)

In contrast, the Peltier effect is a function of the difference in the Peltier coefficient \( \Delta \Pi \) between the two contacting materials and the applied current, scaling as

\[
\dot{Q} = \Delta \Pi \times I
\]  

(5.2)

As consequence, both effects can be separated in an AC scanning probe thermometry measurement as the two effects manifest at different harmonics of the scanning probe signal if an AC current \( I = I_0 \times \sin(\omega t) \) is applied. The Joule-heating-related temperature increase of the device leads to a DC response \( V_{Lev,0} \) and an AC voltage response \( V_{Lev,2} \) in the second harmonic of the scanning probe sensor. In chapter 4, we already derived how the DC and second harmonic AC voltage bias can be related to the temperature increase of an interconnect. In short, we first calculate the heater temperature increase of the scanning probe sensor \( T_h \) and the heat flux between the scanning probe and the device \( Q_{hs} \) by rescaling of the DC \( V_{Lev,0} \) and AC \( V_{Lev,2} \) voltage raw signals. Based on these quantities, we derive the sample temperature increase \( T_s \) according to Eq.4.4 in chapter 4.2.

The sample temperature \( T_s \) in response to combined Joule and Peltier effects is modulated as

\[
T_s = T_{s,0} + T_{s,1} \sin(\omega t) + T_{s,2} \sin(2\omega t),
\]  

(5.3)

with \( T_{s,1} \) being proportional to the Peltier effect \( (1\omega) \) and \( T_{s,2} \) being proportional to the Joule effect \( (2\omega) \). The electrical voltage bias measured across the scanning probe sensor accordingly has three temporal components

\[
V_{Lev} = V_{Lev,0} + V_{Lev,1} \sin(\omega t) + V_{Lev,2} \sin(2\omega t),
\]  

(5.4)
The heater temperature $T_h(V_{lev})$ can directly be calculated from measurement of the DC ($V_{lev,0}$) and AC voltage bias components ($V_{lev,1}, V_{lev,2}$) as discussed in chapter 4. The total electrical power dissipated in the scanning probe sensor needed to quantify the heat flux gets modified because of the additional linear AC component ($V_{lev,1}$) measured in the first harmonic of the lock-in amplifier. Accordingly, the electrical power ($P_{el}$) dissipated in the scanning probe reads

$$P_{el} = P_{el,0} + P_{el,1} \sin(\omega t) + P_{el,2} \sin(2\omega t) + P_{el,3} \sin(3\omega t) + P_{el,4} \sin(4\omega t)$$

$$P_{el,0} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ V_{Tot}V_{lev,0} - V_{lev,0}^2 - \frac{1}{2}V_{lev,1}^2 - \frac{1}{2}V_{lev,2}^2 \right]$$

$$P_{el,1} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ V_{Tot}V_{lev,1} - 2 \times V_{lev,0}V_{lev,1} - V_{lev,1}V_{lev,2} \right]$$

$$P_{el,2} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ V_{Tot}V_{lev,2} - 2 \times V_{lev,0}V_{lev,2} - \frac{1}{2}V_{lev,1}^2 \right]$$

$$P_{el,3} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ V_{lev,1}V_{lev,2} \right]$$

$$P_{el,4} = \frac{1}{R_{series}} \left[ \frac{1}{2}V_{lev,2}^2 \right]$$

having two additional components ($P_{el,1}, P_{el,3}$). Note, that also the even components ($P_{el,0}, P_{el,2}$) related to the Joule heating of the sample are modified by the linear AC component ($V_{lev,1}$). The effect on the overall power dissipated is, however, very small as the AC voltage response of the scanning probe measured in the first harmonic ($V_{lev,1}$) is about five orders of magnitude smaller than the DC voltage ($V_{lev,0}$).

Based on measurements of the different temporal components of the electrical power dissipated in the scanning probe ($P_{el,0}, P_{el,1}, P_{el,2}$), the sample temperature increase due to Joule heating ($T_{s,2}$) and Peltier heating ($T_{s,1}$) can be quantified by dual harmonic scanning probe thermometry.

Similar detection approaches have previously been reported to quantify Joule and Peltier effects with techniques that differ from scanning probe thermometry. In particular Vermeersch et al. reported the observation of Joule and Peltier effects in thermoelectric modules optically imaged by thermoreflectance microscopy [116]. Recently, Grosse et al. adapted a dual harmonic detection scheme to extract temperature-related signals using scanning Joule expansion microscopy [39]. They reported the observation of Joule- and Peltier-related effects in a Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_2$ thin film. Note that in studies of nonlinear electrical devices, like phase-change memory cells, the simple separation of Joule and Peltier effects into a first and a second harmonic response
of a sensor element is not valid, and a more detailed analysis is required to separate Joule and Peltier effects.

5.3 Observation of Joule and Peltier Effects in an InAs Nanowire

To demonstrate the described approach experimentally, we studied self-heating of indium arsenide (InAs) nanowires. The nanowire investigated in the following study was grown by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy on a silicon(111) wafer by H. Schmid [117]. The nanowire (∼120 nm diameter) was separated from the growth substrate and transferred to a silicon (Si) substrate covered with a ∼100-nm-thick silicon oxide. Electrical contacts (Au/Ni) were fabricated by e-beam lithography by P. Mensch. Note that in further experiments also thinner nanowires (down to 20 nm diameter) grown by gold-catalyzed metal-organic chemical vapor deposition were studied.

In a first experiment, a bipolar AC voltage bias (10 kHz, 0.7 V_{pp}) was applied to the nanowire as illustrated in Fig. 5.1, creating an oscillating temperature field. The scanning probe sensor was calibrated by the electrical fix-point calibration method (see chapter 2.4) and self-heated to a temperature of 86°C by the applied DC sensing voltage bias. The thermal scanning probe was moved into sample contact and raster-scanned at a scan speed of 3 ms per pixel. The heat-flux-related DC and AC voltage bias components of the scanning probe sensor were simultaneously recorded by the electrical measurement circuitry illustrated in chapter 2.3 as a function of the scanning probe position.

Fig. 5.2 shows the DC voltage bias in comparison to the AC raw voltage signal (V_{Lev,2}) measured in the second harmonic (2ω) of the lock-in amplifier.

In the DC voltage image of Fig. 5.2(a), we can clearly identify the InAs nanowire on top of the SiO$_2$ substrate and the two metal electrodes. The nanowire has a thermally measured width of ∼200 nm, which is larger than the nominal width of ∼120 nm because of the tip-shape convolution. Major signal variations are observed near the electrical contacts and the nanowire edges. These topography-related signals illustrate the tip-sample contact-size dependence of the heat flux between the scanning probe sensor and the sample (see discussion in chapter 4). This dependence also manifests in the AC raw voltage signal amplitude (V_{Lev,2}) shown in Fig. 5.2(b). In particular, we observe large voltage amplitudes at the edges of the self-heated nanowire. These edge signals are related
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the experiment showing the scanning probe in thermal contact with the InAs nanowire electrically contacted by two Au/Ti electrodes. An AC voltage bias is applied to the nanowire and the temperature-dependent voltage response of the scanning probe sensor is acquired by the electrical measurement circuitry illustrated in chapter 2.3, including two lock-in amplifiers.

Figure 5.2: DC and AC raw voltage ($V_{Lev,2}$) signals
(a) DC voltage bias ($V_{Lev,0}$) measured across the scanning probe sensor
(b) AC voltage bias amplitude ($V_{Lev,2}$) acquired in the second harmonic of the sensor signal
(c) AC ($V_{Lev,2}$) phase signal line profile along the nanowire length direction.
to the decrease of the thermal resistance between the scanning probe and the sample as the tip-sample contact area gets increased by the topography variation. Fig. 5.2(c) shows the related phase signal, which is constant along the length of the nanowire.

In contrast, we observe a 180° phase shift in the first harmonic of the scanning probe voltage \( (V_{lev,1}) \) simultaneously recorded (see Fig. 5.3). Fig. 5.3(a) shows the acquired AC voltage amplitude \( (V_{lev,1}) \) and the related phase image in (b). We observe a vanishing voltage amplitude in the center of the nanowire corresponding to the 180° phase shift between the two electrical contacts (see Fig. 5.3(c)). The observed phase shift can be related to bias-polarity-dependent Peltier effects at the opposite metal/InAs contacts, leading to a heating and a cooling, respectively, as discussed in the following.

To quantify the sample temperature field from the electrical DC and AC voltages measured across the scanning probe sensor, we apply the dual harmonic heat-flux reference method derived in the preceding section 5.2 and chapter 4.2 to the raw image signals of Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3.

The overall sample temperature increase is characterized by a steady-state temperature increase \( (T_{s,0}) \) due to the Joule heating superimposed by two transient temperature fields recorded in the first \( (T_{s,1}) \) and second harmonic response \( (T_{s,2}) \) of the scanning probe signal. As discussed in the chapter 4 we can approximate the device temperature field as being independent of the
voltage excitation frequency because the expected thermal time constant ($\tau$) of the nanowire is less than the applied excitation frequency. Accordingly, the steady-state temperature increase ($T_{s,0}$) equals the maximum amplitude of the second harmonic temperature modulation of the device ($T_{s,1}$), whereas the Peltier-related temperature modulation ($T_{s,1}$) equals zero in the time average.

Fig. 5.4(a) shows the steady-state temperature increase of the device ($T_{s,0}$) and a temporal snapshot of the superimposed Peltier temperature field ($T_{s,1}$) at maximum signal amplitude in (b).

Interestingly, the Joule-heating related steady-state temperature increase of the nanowire does not show a parabolic temperature profile as observed in chapter 4 where the self-heating of a metal interconnect was studied. Instead, we find the largest temperature increase at the metal/nanowire contacts leading to an inverse parabolic temperature field as illustrated in the line profile in Fig. 5.4(a). The asymmetry of the temperature field indicates an asymmetric heating of the contact region. Contact-dominated heating is a feature of this particular nanowire, while the significant dependence of the temperature field on the electrical contact properties is a general feature we
observed during investigations of different nanowires.

Fig. 5.4(b,d) illustrate the Peltier temperature modulation \( (T_{s,0}) \) at maximum signal amplitude. Both contacts are Peltier heat sources of opposite sign as illustrated by the symmetrical temperature field along the nanowire length direction in Fig. 5.4(d), showing the temporal cooling of the left contact and the heating of the right contact. The typical exponential temperature decay from the contacts towards the nanowire center is little pronounced, and we observe only a slight nonlinearity in the temperature profile. The approximately linear appearance of the Peltier temperature profile can be explained by the interference between the two heat sources of opposite sign as two overlapping exponential temperature fields with a decay length similar to or larger than the length of the nanowire \((\sim 1 \mu m)\) look more linearly in the center.

Importantly, we can observe that both the Joule and the Peltier temperature field are homogenous along the length and the cross-section of the nanowire. We successfully reduced topography-related artifacts near edges and contacts, while they are clearly visible in the corresponding raw voltage signals shown in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3. Note that no post-processing of the raw data, such as filtering, was performed and the temperature fields are directly calculated from the voltage raw signals. Exclusion of topography-related artifact is very important for our measurements as we aim to quantify thermal processes in the vicinity of the metal-semiconductor contacts characterized by significant topography variations of about 150 nm. Previous studies [27–29, 57], including our own work, suffered from topography-related artifacts limiting the possibilities to quantify thermal processes at nanoscopic contacts.

Using our novel method, we overcame this limitation. To illustrate the benefit of the new approach even more clearly, we will show our ability to characterize thermal processes in the vicinity of the electrical contacts. Fig. 5.5(a) illustrates the Joule heating of the left contact in more detail.

The homogenous temperature field in Fig. 5.5(a) i.e., the absence of nanoscopic features may appear unspectacular, but is an important finding. Frequently, nanoscopic features observed in scanning thermal microscopy measurements [27–29, 57] are likely related to topography artifacts that can easily be misinterpreted. Major errors can arise if the heat-flux-dependent temperature signal of a scanning probe sensor is simply rescaled to a sample temperature. The Joule-heating-related steady-state temperature increase of the sensor element shown in Fig. 5.5(b) is not only orders of magnitudes smaller than the
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Figure 5.5: Joule heating of the left nanowire/metal contact

(a) Sample temperature field illustrating a homogenous temperature distribution
(b) Sensor temperature field signal affected by topography artifacts at the nanowire edges and contacts
(c) Tip-sample thermal resistance image illustrating the position dependence of the signal.
(d) Temperature error map calculated as the difference between the actual sample temperature (in a) and the apparent sample temperature inferred by rescaling the sensor temperature (b) with a position-independent thermal resistance.
temperature of the sample, but also differs spatially from the sample temperature field. This is illustrated by a direct comparison of Fig. 5.5(a) and (b).

The sensor temperature increase in response to the position-dependent heat flux between the scanning probe and the sample is affected by contact-geometry-related changes in the tip-sample thermal resistance \( R_{ts} \). To illustrate this dependence clearly, we show the spatial variation of the thermal resistance in Fig. 5.5(c). We observe major variations in the thermal resistance at the nanowire and metal contact edges, which, if not included into the analysis of the sample temperature field lead to a significant overestimation of the sample temperature. Fig. 5.5(d) illustrates this overestimation on the order of 30% of the actual sample temperature field in the red colored regions.

Additionally, we observe not only topography-related artifacts disturbing the quantification of the sample temperature field, but also material-related variations of the position-dependent thermal resistance \( R_{ts}(x, y) \) that need to be included. The thermal resistance between the silicon scanning probe covered by a native oxide and the InAs nanowire is larger than the thermal resistance to the SiO\(_2\) substrate, most likely because the interface-dominated thermal resistance of a SiO\(_2\)/SiO\(_2\)-Si contact is less than that of an InAs/SiO\(_2\)-Si contact. This is apparent from the brighter appearance of the InAs nanowire in Fig. 5.5(c) and needs to be included in the analysis of the sample temperature field. Otherwise the nanowire temperature gets significantly underestimated by up to 30%, as illustrated by the blue colored region in Fig. 5.5(c).

Here we made the effort to highlight the difference between the scanning probe sensor temperature signal and the actual sample temperature in relation to material and topography-related thermal resistance variations because measurements ignoring this aspects are frequently reported in literature [15, 18, 28, 29], making the technique apparently unreliable.

Next we report an observation closely related to our ability to quantify temperature fields in the vicinity of the electrical contacts. Investigation of the metal-semiconductor contact region is of particular interest as here a very localized Peltier heat source is located. A close look on the Peltier line-profile in Fig. 5.4(b) reveals in interesting observation. We can observe plateau-like temperature regions in the nanowire segments closest to the metal contact. To highlight these observation we reproduce the Peltier temperature profile of 5.4(b) in comparison to the thermal resistance profile along the nanowire length in Fig. 5.6(a).

The thermal resistance profile is an average across the 90-nm-wide flat top-region of the nanowire. In comparison, the red curve in Fig. 5.6(b) is an average of the Peltier temperature profile of the same width, while the
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Figure 5.6: Thermal Resistance and Peltier temperature profiles
(a) Thermal resistance profile along the nanowire length direction calculated as an average over the 90 nm wide top region of the nanowire.
(b) Corresponding Peltier temperature profile (red line) and a single line profile (black line) corresponding to a width of 1 nm. Interestingly, we observe plateau-like temperature regions (gray shaded regions) in the nanowire segments closest to the contact, potentially related to the mean-free path of phonons emitted from the Peltier sources located at the interfaces.
black line is a single line profile of 1 nm width. Interestingly, we observe plateau-like regions in the Peltier temperature signal as indicated by the gray shaded regions in segments of the nanowire, which are not affected by potential topography related artifacts. By comparison to the thermal resistance profile in (a) we can exclude the regions which are potentially affected by signal variations due to changes of the tip-sample contact area. These regions have a width of about 30 nm while the gray shaded regions of the plateaus extend over about 100 nm.

A plateau-like region as observed in our measurements is an interesting finding. It might be related to the average mean free path (mfp) of phonons emitted from the Peltier heat source located at the interface. Based on the nanowire diameter of ~120 nm a surface-scattering-limited mfp (Casimir limit) in that range could be expected. If this interpretation of the plateau-like temperature region is true it would be the first time the mfp of a nanoscopic heat source has been imaged in real-space. Our interpretation is certainly speculative and further experimental data needs to be evaluated in order to confirm this observation.

In the final paragraph of this section we aim to illustrate the temporal evolution of the sample temperature field. The Peltier temperature image shown in the previous figures is only a temporal snapshot of an oscillating temperature field, and the time-averaged thermoelectric response of the nanowire to a bipolar AC voltage bias is zero. Fig. 5.7 illustrates the evolution of the nanowire temperature as a function of time as extracted from the phase dependence of the sample experimental measurement.

The steady-state temperature increase \((T_{s,0})\) relative to ambient temperature is shown in the first row and is independent of the excitation frequency. In contrast, the Peltier component of the temperature field \((T_{s,1})\) is switching once in polarity within one period of the applied frequency corresponding to 0.1 ms. Each of the two nanowire contacts is once heated and cooled. The Joule-related temperature modulation \((T_{s,2})\), illustrated in the third row of Fig. 5.7, oscillates at twice the frequency around the steady-state temperature increase. The overall time-dependent temperature field of the nanowire \((T_s)\), including the steady-state temperature increase and the two modulating temperature fields, is shown in the bottom row. Note that the total temperature \((T_s)\) is represented relative to ambient temperature, while the Joule and Peltier temperature modulations are illustrated relative to the steady-state temperature increase \((T_{s,0})\) of the nanowire. By the representation relative to ambient temperature we can recognize that the sample temperature \((T_s)\) of the nanowire remains above ambient temperature at any time and no cooling of the nanowire due to the Peltier effect is achieved.
5.4 Bias-Dependent Investigation of Joule and Peltier Effects

In this section, we investigate the voltage bias dependence of the nanowire temperature field components. Four different AC voltage excitation frequencies were applied to the nanowire, and the temperature field components were characterized as discussed in the previous section. Fig. 5.8(a) shows the DC steady-state temperature increase \( T_{s,0} \) due to Joule heating in comparison to the simultaneously recorded Peltier temperature amplitude \( T_{s,1} \) in Fig. 5.8(b).

Note that the Peltier temperature field \( T_{s,1} \) is now plotted as amplitude signal because the phase information is not needed to illustrate the bias dependent evolution of the Peltier temperature in comparison with the steady-state temperature increase \( T_{s,0} \). For the low excitation bias of 0.2 V we observe a vanishing Joule heating, while the Peltier heating/cooling is significantly larger. With increasing voltage bias the trend is reversed and...
Figure 5.8: Joule and Peltier temperature amplitude as function of the applied voltage bias

(a) Steady-state ($T_{s,0}$) temperature increase at different voltage bias excitation and corresponding profiles along the nanowire length direction.

(b) Peltier temperature amplitude ($T_{s,1}$) at different voltage bias excitation and corresponding profiles along the nanowire length direction.
the Joule heating exceeds the Peltier cooling/heating at the contacts. This can easily be visualized from the thermal images and the temperature profiles extracted along the nanowire-length, with each data point being a cross-sectional average of a 20-nm-wide section on the flat top of the nanowire. The maximum Joule temperature on the right contact increases from about 0.4 K to 2.8 K while the Peltier temperature amplitude simultaneously increases from 0.6 K to 1.4 K. The Peltier temperature amplitude exceeds the steady-state temperature increase \((T_{s,0})\) at low voltage bias. Accordingly, parts of the nanowire are temporarily cooled below ambient temperature within one excitation period as the Joule temperature modulation around the steady-state temperature gets zero at maximum amplitude of the Peltier temperature modulation. The appearance of temporal cooling effects at the nanowire contacts in a voltage bias regime between about \(\sim 0-0.6 \text{ V}_{pp}\) is an interesting finding, as this is the supply voltage bias range projected for future nanowire electronic devices[118]. It illustrates that Peltier effects are likely to dominate over Joule heating in low-power nanoelectronics highlighting the importance to investigate thermal interface effects experimentally.

The voltage bias dependent study of the nanowire temperature field components is an important aspect of this work as it illustrates the different scaling of the temperature signals acquired in the two different harmonics, assigned to the Joule heating and the Peltier effect. The Peltier effect scales faster in the low voltage bias regime, whereas the Joule temperature exceeds the Peltier temperature amplitude at larger voltage bias. To illustrate this clearly we plotted the average Joule temperature increase along the nanowire and the average Peltier temperature amplitude as a function of the applied voltage bias in Fig. 5.9.

Each experimental data point corresponds to an average temperature amplitude calculated as the mean of the temperature amplitude profiles along the nanowire segment in Fig. 5.8. The fit to the experimental data points in Fig. 5.9(a) shows a quadratic dependence of the second harmonic temperature increase while the fit in Fig. 5.9(b) illustrates a linear dependency of the measured first harmonic temperature signal as function of the applied voltage bias. Observation of these two scaling dependencies is an important finding of this study as it supports our conclusion that pure Joule heating is observed in the second harmonic and Peltier heating/cooling in the first harmonic response of the scanning probe sensor.

The spatially resolved separation of these two effects on nanoscopic length scales may potentially be used to characterize both the thermal conductivity of the nanowire as well as the Peltier coefficient by fitting the measured
**Figure 5.9: Mean temperatures as function of the voltage bias**

(a) Average steady-state temperature \(T_{s,0}\) increase of the nanowire as function of the voltage bias. The fit illustrates a quadratic scaling as typical for Joule heating.

(b) Average Peltier temperature amplitude \(T_{s,1}\) of the nanowire as function of the voltage bias. The fit illustrates a linear scaling as typical for Peltier heating/cooling.

temperature fields to an appropriate heat-transfer model. Most interestingly, the new approach to image nanoscopic Joule and Peltier temperature fields in real space could enable a full thermoelectric characterization of nanoscale electronic and thermoelectric devices. This is an unsolved experimental challenge as already the characterization of simple structures like nanowires typically requires the lithographic fabrication of sophisticated measurement structures, e.g., based on suspended heat bridges and micro-heater thermometers to characterize these properties simultaneously [113, 119].

Even beyond the direct characterization of thermal material properties one could envision that scanning probe thermometry as function of additional parameters such as a gate voltage bias applied to the nanowire may be used to extract further material properties like the charge-carrier mobility via its relation to the Seebeck coefficient [120]. Overall, new exciting opportunities for the experimental characterization of nanoelectronic devices and material properties are expected to evolve based on our work.

### 5.5 Bipolar versus Unipolar Detection

In addition to the bipolar excitation of the nanowire, we validated our temperature measurement by studying the self-heating of the nanowire under unipolar AC excitation with two different polarities of the DC voltage offset.
It is interesting to study the local temperature fields also in presence of an applied DC voltage bias offset as the operation of many nanoelectronic device requires the supply of a DC voltage bias. Accordingly, the nanowire is now self-heated by a superposition of a continuous DC voltage bias and an AC voltage bias modulation of twice the DC offset amplitude as illustrated in Fig. 5.10.

While the Joule heating response is always positive leading to a heating

\[ \text{bipolar} \quad \text{unipolar (+)} \quad \text{unipolar (-)} \]

of the nanowire, the Peltier response can either be positive of negative depending of the polarity of the DC offset voltage bias.

Fig. 5.11 shows the temperature fields measured in the first harmonic of the scanning probe sensor response as a function of the DC offset polarity. In contrast to the rather symmetric heating observed in experiments using a bipolar voltage excitation of the nanowire, we now observe a significant asymmetry in the temperature response as function of the DC offset polarity (see Fig. 5.11). The polarity-dependent heating towards a contact is expected as the Peltier effects at the metal-semiconductor contacts in response to the DC offset voltage no longer cancel out in the time average but lead to an overall heating/cooling (see Fig. 5.10). As the Peltier effect is a function of the current direction, each contact is once cooled and heated depending on the polarity of the DC voltage bias offset.

Accordingly, the first harmonic signal in response to an unipolar AC excitation of the nanowire is no longer specific to only the Peltier effect of the nanowire, but is a superposition of the Joule heating and the Peltier
effect. Interestingly, this superposition is linear for a linear electrical device\cite{116} and the two measurements at different DC polarity can be applied to reconstruct the Peltier and Joule signal components. While we can no longer quantify the Peltier and Joule related temperature field simultaneously, we can still calculate the Joule temperature field component ($T_{s,2}$) and the Peltier temperature amplitude ($T_{s,1}$) based on the two distinct measurement scans as\cite{116}

\[
Peltier : T_{s,1} = \frac{T_{\text{pos}} - T_{\text{neg}}}{2} \quad (5.5)
\]

\[
Joule : T_{s,2} = \frac{T_{\text{pos}} + T_{\text{neg}}}{2} \quad (5.6)
\]

Note that Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.6 only hold for a linear device and do not account for the potentially different phase dependence of the two effects. If we apply Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.6 to the temperature images shown in Fig. 5.11 we can reconstruct the Joule and Peltier temperature fields as shown in Fig. 5.12.

Fig. 5.12 illustrates the Joule and Peltier temperature fields reconstructed from the unipolar excitation measurement in comparison to a bipolar excitation measurement at slightly lower amplitude (0.5 V). We can observe a substantial similarity between the Peltier and Joule temperature fields measured in response to a bipolar excitation and the temperature fields reconstructed from two unipolar AC excitation measurements. In both cases, we observe a rather symmetric temperature profile, with preferential Joule heating of the contacts and Peltier effects.

The substantial agreement between the unipolar and the bipolar characterization of the temperature fields measured in the first and second harmonics of the scanning probe sensor supports our conclusion that we observe Joule

---

**Figure 5.11: Temperature field under unipolar heating**

(a) positive bias offset

(b) negative bias offset

---
and Peltier effects in the two different harmonics. The reconstruction of the Peltier effect from the two unipolar measurements is solely based on the sign change of the Peltier effect upon polarity reversal. Any asymmetry between the two unipolar measurements, e.g., related to polarity-dependent nonlinear electrical effects of the nanowire or the metal/semiconductor contacts in response to the continuous DC offset bias is expected to lead to a deviation between the reconstructed Peltier and Joule temperature fields from those quantified by the bipolar excitation scheme. During characterization of self-heating effects of different nanowires we observed nonlinear effect at the metal-semiconductor contacts leading to temperature field signals that cannot immediately be separated into Joule and Peltier effects as illustrated in this chapter. These experimental data sets are currently under evaluation. The comparison of the bipolar and the unipolar detection approach as demonstrated in this section is an interesting cross-check of our measurement and verification that Joule and Peltier effects can be locally separated by the introduced method. While an unipolar voltage excitation is likely required for characterization of more complex nanoelectronic devices, the bipolar excitation is advantageous as it enables the simultaneous characterization of both effects in a single measurement scan.
5.6 Conclusions

In the final experimental chapter of this thesis work we demonstrated the local separation of Joule and Peltier effects by scanning probe thermometry. The adaptation of a dual harmonic detection scheme to scanning probe thermometry provides a powerful new approach to understand the physical effects behind nanoscopic temperature fields typically observed only as superposition in scanning thermal microscopy measurements.

In particular, we presented the first spatially resolved quantification of Joule and Peltier effects in a nanowire, which is a significant advance as information about the temperature field distribution is typically lost in conventional averaging methods used for the thermoelectric characterization of nanowires [113, 119]. Based on our novel approach, diminishing the topography-related artifacts frequently observed in thermal scanning probe measurements, we studied contact-dominated Joule heating and Peltier effects with a spatial resolution of $\sim 10\,\text{nm}$ and a sample temperature resolution of $\sim 0.1\,\text{K}$.

We expect that the techniques developed in this chapters will significantly enrich the understanding of non-equilibrium electrothermal and thermoelectric processes as they become of increasing relevance for the development of semiconductor nanoelectronics. Our observation of dominating Peltier effects in a voltage bias regime matching the predicted supply voltage range of future low-power electronics [118] highlights the importance to quantify thermal interface effects experimentally. Our studies indicate that the precise understanding of local thermal effects is essential for development of semiconductor nanoelectronics. The experimental investigation of these interface effects might not only address challenges already encountered in CMOS technology but potentially enables new approaches to nanoscale thermal device engineering, e.g., to manipulate the injection or tunneling of charge carriers by thermal interface effects.

Having established the fundamental methodologies of scanning probe thermometry future studies will focus on the characterization of more complex nanoelectronic devices and the possibilities to derive important device and material properties based on the spatial resolved temperature field components. Here, it will become of tremendous importance to combine the measurement of local thermal effects with a spatially resolved characterization of electrical device properties in order to understand the underlying physical mechanisms.
6.1 Conclusion

This thesis work reports the development of a pico-Watt-per-Kelvin thermal scanning probe microscope and novel methods for nanoscale thermometry. The performance of the microscope was demonstrated by the investigation of thermal transport across individual graphene layers with sub-10 nm spatial resolution and the quantification of temperature fields with $\sim 10$ nm spatial and $30 \text{ mK}$ temperature resolution.

Apart from the instrumentation, novel methods for nanoscale thermometry were developed. First, a technique termed scanning probe thermometry was introduced, which enables the quantification of nanoscopic temperature fields. Scanning probe thermometry is a two-path method inferring the local temperature of a sample by probing the total steady-state heat flux and a temporally modulated heat flux signal between the scanning probe sensor and a sample simultaneously. Based on this approach, contact geometry-related artifacts, previously limiting the reliability of nanoscopic temperature measurements by scanning thermal microscopy could be minimized. The technique developed is expected to find a wide range of applications for the characterization of temperature fields in various kind of nanosystems.

In a second approach, the scanning probe thermometry technique was extended by a dual harmonic detection scheme. This approach enabled the
spatially resolved separation of Joule and Peltier effects on nanoscopic length scales. Previously, only overall temperature fields, potentially the result of various thermal effects, could be studied by scanning thermal microscopy. The approach reported for direct experimental separation of two different thermophysical effects facilitates a deeper understanding of electrothermal and thermoelectric effects in nanoscale devices.

Subsequently, this thesis reported the application of the instrument and methods for characterization of thermal transport and temperature fields in nanosystems. Thermal transport across graphene layers of different thickness was studied down to 6 nm spatial thermal resolution. The experiments revealed an interface-dominated heat transfer across single-layer graphene (SLG) on both low- and high-conductive substrates. It was demonstrated that a SLG in contact with the hot tip apex impedes heat dissipation despite its potentially high inplane thermal conductivity. With increasing number of graphene layers, a decrease of the thermal resistance was observed and attributed to thickness-dependent spreading of heat. It was concluded that the large thermal anisotropy of graphene sheets relates to an effective thermal thickness much larger than the actual physical thickness, facilitating the potential application of few-layer graphene as atomically thin heat spreader.

The techniques developed were further applied to characterize the self-heating of metal interconnect test structures. The self-heating of nanoscale interconnects is a serious issue in operating integrated circuits. The observation of local hot spots near lithographically defined 40 nm-wide defects demonstrated the capability to investigate the formation of hot spots and related electromigration processes on a length scale that is not accessible by other techniques, such as infrared microscopy.

Another contribution of this thesis is the study of electrothermal and thermoelectric effects in indium arsenide nanowires. Peltier effects and Joule effects at metal semiconductor contacts were directly visualized. These two effects are important for the operation of nanoelectronic devices, such as phase-change memory cells, and can typically only be characterized by spatially averaging methods where the relative temperature field information is lost. The local study of these processes, resolved down to ~10 nm opens new opportunities for the characterization of nanoelectronic and energy-conversion devices. The local temperature field information could be used to quantify relevant material and device properties, such as the thermal conductivities, the Seebeck coefficients, and potentially non-thermal properties, like the electrical mobility of charge carriers.
6.2 Outlook

In this final section, we aim to provide a vision and an outlook on the numerous possibilities and opportunities that may arise based on the experimental platform and results developed in this thesis.

Most obvious, it is of interest to apply the instrumentation and methods developed to investigate the observed localized Joule and Peltier effects in more detail. In particular, the plateau-like Peltier temperature fields in the vicinity of the contacts appear interesting for further investigations. Also the challenge to separate Joule and Peltier effects in nonlinear electrical devices should be addressed. The investigation of other localized thermal processes, like thermionic effects, and the study of semiconductor junctions are possible based on the instrumentation and methods developed. Because of the direct technological relevance, further studies should preferentially investigate state-of-the-art transistors and memory cells.

The resolution and sensitivity reported in this thesis encourage the investigation of nonequilibrium thermal processes in nanosystems beyond nanoelectronic devices. In particular, the investigation of thermo-optical effects in plasmonic structures, which give rise to very localized temperature fields and gradients, is of interest. Local thermoplasmonic effects are of high relevance for biomedical applications and optoelectronics [121]. In this context it might be of interest or even necessary to extend the measurement platform described by capabilities for non-contact scanning probe operation to explore the thermal near-field radiation in addition to the direct phonon heat conduction dominating in contact mode.

In a broader view, one might envision to extend the thermal scanning probe microscope and thermometry methods to a more general platform for thermal scanning probe metrology for investigation of thermal nonequilibrium processes and properties on nanoscopic length scales. In particular one might further emphasize the possibilities to investigate nanoscopic systems out of equilibrium by exploring the active character of the probe next to its sensing capabilities. In this thesis, the hot tip itself was already applied as variable, movable heat source to investigate thermal transport across graphenes. In contrast to the idea of thermometry measurements, one might apply the probe as local thermal gate to intentionally perturb the temperature field of a device, while measuring its global response, e.g. the electrical conductance as function of the hot tip position.

Furthermore, one might use the unique capability of the probe to simultaneously control not only the temperature but also the pressure locally. In thermodynamics, pressure and temperature are directly related, and both
affect the local equilibrium of a system. During this thesis, we observed the pressure dependence of the tip-sample heat flux only qualitatively during tip-sample approach curves. The effect is rather small, however, might become of more interest if local phase transitions can be either mechanically or thermally initiated by the tip. Here, we are not referring to the local deformation or melting of a polymer, but to the study of solid-state phase transitions in semiconductor and oxide thin films. In particular, one might envision a thermal scanning mode with similarities to piezo-response force microscopy to investigate the nanoscopic properties of pyroelectric/electrocaloric and certain multiferroic systems on nanoscopic length scales.

Another interesting direction could be to explore the capability of scanning probes to pick up nanoscopic or even molecular-sized objects from the surface of a sample. During this thesis, this was not explored intentionally, however, we unintentionally observed significant changes in heat flux if some particle became attached to the tip. If one could combine this with the force sensitivity of the scanning probe cantilever to infer the mass of the particle, one might perform interesting thermogravimetric and calorimetric studies as function of the tip location and temperature.

Finally, one might address the fairly low temporal resolution of the thermal scanning probe microscope as presented in this thesis. This temporal resolution (∼10 µs at best) is sufficient for the characterization of steady-state temperature processes, but too slow for studies of dynamic effects out of equilibrium, as can currently be studied on microscopic length scales by pump-probe thermoreflectance measurements. However, so far no experimental tool exists to study thermal nonequilibrium processes in combination with nanoscopic spatial and high temporal resolution. Accordingly, one might apply heterodyne measurement techniques, as they are known from various scanning probe techniques, to thermal scanning probe systems. The experimental capabilities to study thermal dynamics on nanoscopic length scales might be eye-opening for the understanding of numerous energy transfer and conversion processes in nanosystems. In particular, one might expect to gain new insights into the kinetics of processes on nanoscopic length scales, something that might even be important to understand the most intriguing state of thermodynamic nonequilibrium, living matter.

Within the scope of this thesis outlook, we cannot go into further details in order to illustrate the fascinating opportunities related to progress in thermal scanning probe metrology. What we envision here is, however, as simple as applying thermal scanning probe systems and measurement principles to the study of nonequilibrium processes on nanoscopic length scales in order to understand the conversion of energy at the interaction between heat, light and electricity.
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Appendix: Calibration Assumptions and Uncertainty Estimations

In this appendix, we estimate some uncertainties of assumptions used during the electrical fix-point calibration of the cantilever, as reported by Menges et al.[27].

**Assumption of constant thermal resistance of the probe**

If we know the electrical power $P(530\,\text{K})$ needed to reach $T_{\text{heater}} = T_{\text{int}} = T_{\text{ambient}} + 530\,\text{K}=550^\circ\text{C}$, then according to our assumption, we determine the electrical power to reach our operating point of for example $600^\circ\text{C}$ (or $\Delta T = 580\,\text{K}$) as

$$P(580\,\text{K})/P(530\,\text{K}) = 580/530 = 1.09$$

To estimate the maximum systematic error of this assumption, we consider a situation depicted in .1. The heater is at a temperature $T_{\text{ambient}} + \Delta T$.

![Diagram of temperature profile along the cantilever](image)

**Figure .1: Schematic of the temperature profile along the cantilever**

Then the temperature profile along the cantilever linking the heater to a
heat sink (the silicon chip) can be expressed as $T(x) = T_{\text{ambient}} + \Delta T x/L$, where $x$ is the coordinate along the cantilever and $L$ is its length (see .1). We consider a temperature-dependent thermal conductivity $\kappa$ defined as

$$\kappa = c/T,$$  
(2)

with $c$ being a constant accounting for the typical temperature dependence of $\kappa$ for silicon. The thermal resistance of the cantilever can be defined as:

$$R_{th} = \int_0^L \frac{T(x)}{cWH} \, dx.$$  
(3)

Here, $W$ and $H$ denote the height and width of the cantilever, respectively. After integration we find for a cantilever heated up to $\Delta T$:

$$R_{th}(\Delta T) = \frac{L}{cWH} \left( \frac{T_{RT} + \Delta T}{2} \right).$$  
(4)

With $R_{th} = \dot{Q}/\Delta T$ and the assumption $\dot{Q} = P$ (discussed separately) we have

$$P(\Delta T) = \frac{L}{cWH} \left( \frac{T_{RT} + \Delta T}{2} \right) \Delta T.$$  
(5)

We therefore can write:

$$P(580 \text{ K})/P(530 \text{ K}) = \left( \frac{T_{RT} + 290 \text{ K}}{T_{RT} + 265 \text{ K}} \right) \approx 1.14$$  
(6)

The difference to the value calculated with our assumption (see Eq. (.1)) is only 5%.

The same argumentation holds for the assumption concerning the temperature independent thermal resistance of the tip-surface contact. However, there the variation of $\Delta T$ is larger (e.g. 100°C) and therefore an average of $\sim 15\%$ is plausible. We note, that the argument is independent on the exact geometry of the thermal resistor.

We do not use the seemingly more accurate expression Eq. (.5) because the underlying assumption of a thermal conductivity of the form Eq. (.2) is not accurate for sub-micron thin silicon films (as our cantilevers). Considering a steeper temperature profile along the cantilever due to radiation cooling and the geometric constrains, the expected deviation from our linear assumption is even weaker than in Eq. (.5). This applies even more to the tip-surface contact, which has more constraints in 2D or even 3D. We therefore expect the given uncertainties as conservative.
Assumption of scaling electrical power to heat flux
We treat the calculation as if all of the electrical power delivered to the heated cantilever is exclusively dissipated into the heater region and none is dissipated in the cantilever beams, so that we can write $\dot{Q} = P$. The fraction of the dissipated power in the cantilever beams scales with the fraction of the electrical resistance in the beams divided by the total electrical resistance of the cantilever. The beams are highly doped while the heater region has a low doping level so we expect this fraction to be small. To quantify this small fraction, we use the fact that the cantilevers we use have three electrical contacts (three cantilever beams) attached to two independent heater regions. Through comparing the different electrical resistances between the three contacts we can quantify the electrical resistance of the beams. From this we estimate a fraction of power dissipation of $\sim 10\%$ only. The systematic error occurring neglecting this contribution is much less, because we use a heated cantilever/heater for the calibration point already.

Assumption concerning the known temperature at maximum electrical resistance
The temperature-dependent electrical resistivity of doped silicon exhibits a maximum at a temperature $T_{int}$ determined by the doping level (see .1). At lower temperatures the positive temperature coefficient indicates increased scattering with temperature, while at larger temperatures the increase of charge carriers through thermal activation dominates the temperature dependence. In our case (doping=$5\times 10^{17}$ at/cm$^3$) we calculate a maximum resistance at 550 $^\circ$C[60]. The limiting factors in this calculation stem from uncertainties in the actual doping levels. Dopants can be trapped, and heat treatments can induce dopant diffusion from the highly-doped cantilever beams into the heater region. The overall uncertainty of dopant concentration is closely correlated to the control in the microfabrication process. For our process we estimate at most 10% uncertainty in determining $T_{max}$.

Combining the different contributions we arrive at a combined uncertainty of determining the thermal resistance of the cantilever of $<20\%$, and $<30\%$ for the determination of the sample temperature.
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